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Abstract 
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate 
the literacy concepts related to reading that children have 
acquired by the end of kindergarten. A secondary purpose was 
to examine the relationship between these concepts and 
reading comprehension ability as indicated by performance on 
a standardized reading achievement test. 
The subjects of this study were twenty kindergarten 
children randomly selected from six heterogenous classes 
totaling 122 students. The students were interviewed 
individually and administered Clay's (1979) Concepts 
About Print test CAP) entitled "Stones." The semi-structured 
interview was given to each child to determine the child's 
understanding of the purpose and process of reading. The 
following questions were asked: 1) "What is reading?" 
2) "Can you read? When do you think you will learn to read?" 
3) Why do you read or want to learn to read?" 4) "How is 
reading done?" 5) "What must you do to learn to read?" 
6) "What is a word?" The interview was tape recorded and 
observations recorded. 
Following the interview, the child was administered the 
Concept About Print test. The responses to each item of the 
test were scored and summarized in table form to show the 
items which most children responded to accurately. 
The responses to the interview questions were analyzed 
and categorized to answer the following question: What 
concepts related to reading do children posses at the end 
of kindergarten? 
Based on the results of the analysis of the responses to 
the interview questions and the analysis of the CAP test 
results, it was found that the children in this study have 
varied concepts of reading at the end of kindergarten. Each 
child's concept of reading was based on his experience and 
was unique. 
Also investigated in this study was the relationship 
between children's Concepts About Print (CAP scores) and 
their reading comprehension ability (scores obtained from 
the California Achievement Test). The raw scores from the 
CAP test and the CAT test were recorded and a Pearson Product 
Moment Correlation analysis was calculated to determine if a 
statistically significant relationship existed between 
children's concepts and reading ability. 
The coefficient of correlation (r) was found to be .68 
which indicated a moderately strong, positive association 
between the level of print awareness (CAP) and the level of 
reading comprehension ability (CAT) for the children in this 
study. 
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Chapter I 
Statement of the Problem 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate 
the literacy concepts related to reading that children 
have acquired by the end of kindergarten. A secondary 
purpose is to study the relationship between these concepts
 
and reading ability as indicated by performance on a 
standardized reading achievement test. 
Need for the Study 
Literacy learning begins long before children 
come to school. Much has been written about the abundance 
·of knowledge and experiences children possess upon 
entering school. Investigators have recognized that 
young children acquire concepts about every conceivable 
aspect of their environment and have begun to study 
young children's general notions about reading and 
writing. 
Researchers in the f1eld of ear-ly literacy have 
provided much inform~tion on the development of literacy 
in preschool children. Case studies of preschool 
children have indicated that some children learn to read 
and write before formal instruction 
Clark, 1978; Clay, 1979). 
(Bissex, 1980; 
Many researchers have stated the importance of the 
preschool years and the extensive exposure to print th
at 
many children have in their home environment. Brown a
nd 
Briggs' (1986) study of kindergarten children indicated 
that children continue to develop concepts about print
 
during the kindergarten year but not at the same rate 
as 
during the preschool period. 
Young children are surrounded by printed language 
within their home and school environments. They have 
many opportunities to learn about print. As a result,
 
many children have learned that print communicates and
 is 
functional. Most preschoolers have acquired this ling
uistic 
understanding because of their interactions with print
 
in their environment. 
There seems to be little doubt that children's 
concepts about print are directly related to their abi
lity 
to profit from reading instruction. Clay (1982) states 
"There is evidence from several countries that childre
n's 
literacy knowledge or concepts about print when they e
nter 
school is highly related to progress in learning to re
ad 
two years later" (p. 228). As cited by Brown and Briggs 
(1986), "Clay (1979) provided evidence that many children 
have entered formal instruction without an understandin
g 
of the concepts related to the process of reading" (p. 49). 
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Clay (1979) discovered that many young children who were 
entering formal reading instruction did not have a 
visual or oral concept of a "word." 
An examination of past research regarding young 
children's developing awareness of print has shown 
that teachers should raise serious questions about the 
concepts that children have related to "reading readiness." 
Until about the last 15 years, the general belief 
held by most educators was that reading and writing 
had to be taught in a very systematic and sequential 
way. The belief therefore put a great deal of emphasis 
on the teacher, and although there were trends which 
affected the teaching methods, such .as -pho~ic, al~h~b~ti~, 
whole word, or sentence methods, the emphasis on the 
teacher remained unchanged. 
Hall (1987), in discussing conventional instruction, 
refers to the fact that "there has been a devaluation 
of children's competence, and an emphasis on direct 
instructional practices" (p. 2). Hall cites Ferreira 
and Teberosky (1983): 
We have searched unsuccessfully in this 
literature for reference to children 
themselves, thinking children who seek 
knowledge, children we have discovered 
through Piagetian theory. The children 
we know are learners who actively try to 
understand the world around them, to 
answer questions the world poses ... it is 
absurd to -imagine that four and five year 
3 
old children growing up in an urban 
environment that displays print everywhere 
(on toys, on billboards and road signs, on 
their clothes, on TV) do not develop any 
ideas about this cultural object until they 
find themselves sitting in front of a 
teacher (p. 2). 
In the last ten years, especially over the last 
five years, there has been a shift of emphasis from the 
teacher and teaching methods toward the child as a 
literacy learner. There has been a shift toward viewing 
children as active participants in learning---hypothesis 
generators and problem solvers---rather than as passive 
recipients of information. In fact there is a multitude 
of research which now deals with the "emergence of 
literacy." 
Children today are growing up in a print oriented 
society, and it has been recognized that children are 
actively seeking ways of making sense of the print in 
their environment. A serious attempt has been made 
recently to understand how children come to develop 
their own knowledge about literacy. Major studies on 
how children develop as readers are having a direct and 
powerful effect on classroom teaching. 
In discussing recent research trends, Holdaway 
(1984) stated: 
A growing awareness of natural stages of 
development in reading and writing is at 
last beginning to influence the teaching 
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of literacy. In particular, a complete 
rethinking about early reading is underway. 
Traditional assumptions about readiness 
and pre-reading have been largely discredited 
and are being replaced by a more accurate 
perception of emergent literacy (p. 27). 
Much research has been done regarding children's 
emergence of literacy and it is still important that 
the research continues. Each investigation is an attempt 
at furthering our knowledge and understanding of the 
ongoing process of children's "emergent literacy." 
Although much has been written about children's 
concepts of reading, a need exists to further investigate 
these concepts in light of recent research on emergent 
literacy. Furthermore, there needs to be continued 
research to investigate and substantiate the recent 
suggestion that reading and writing be taught together 
since the two processes are so closely related. Holdaway 
(198~) sums up this need when he states: 
In contrast to the traditional separation of 
reading and writing within instructional 
programs, modern research has displayed the 
integrity of learning to deal with print. 
Increasingly, programs will embody this 
integral association between reading and 
writing, speaking and listening (p. 28). 
In order to develop learning experiences for young 
children, teachers must first determine the knowledge 
children possess and continually assess their developing 
concepts of literacy. 
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Questions 
In view of the past research on children's developing 
concepts of written language in emergent reading and 
writing competence, the present study was designed to 
explore the following questions: 
1. What concepts related to reading do children 
possess at the end of kindergarten? 
2. Is there a statistically significant relationship 
between the concepts related to reading and 
reading comprehension scores on a standardized 
achievement test? 
Definitions 
Concepts related to reading: Those concepts which 
facilitate children's developing competence in learning 
to read. Examples are: concepts about print, concepts 
about the purpose and function of reading, concepts 
about the alphabetic principle of letter/sound relation-
ships, concepts of word, letter, et cetera. 
Concepts about print: Those concepts which are learned 
as children observe, respond to, and attempt to make sense 
of print. This includes the print in books and environ-
mental print. Examples are directionality of lines of 
print, page sequences, directionality of words, the 
matching of spoken war to written word, et cetera. 
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Environmental print: Those items of print outside of 
books to which there is some kind of public or general 
access, such as: labels, signs, print seen on TV, and 
other forms of print that a child is exposed to in his/her 
environment. 
Emergent literacy: The range of behaviors resulting from 
a child's first encounters with printed materials--- the 
concepts about reading and writing that represent the 
early indicators of entrance to literacy. 
Limitations of the Study 
The findings of this study are limited in their 
application based on the following conditions: 
1. The subjects consisted of 20 kindergarten children 
randomly selected from six heterogeneously grouped, self-
contained classrooms in a middle-income, suburban school 
in western New York. The children ranged in age from 
approximately five to six years old. Since this sample is 
small, the conclusions drawn from this study cannot be 
generalized to all kindergarten children but only to this 
group or a matching group. 
2. This study did not include an investigation of 
the backgrounds of the children regarding previous 
attendence in a preschool program or home background. 
3. This study did not investigate the nature of 
the kindergarten program in which the children were enrolled. 
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4. This study did not investigate the writing 
behavior or concepts of writing of the subjects although 
the researcher recognizes the importance of writing in a 
child's emergent literacy development. 
5. The researcher recognizes that some of the young 
children in this study may understand a concept but may 
be unable to verbalize it. Therefore, the response may 
not have been an accurate indication of their true 
knowledge or thinking about reading. 
Summary 
Literacy learning begins long before children come 
to school. Children have a wide range of literacy 
conceptualizations and behaviors before they read and 
write conventionally. 
In light of the recent research in emergent literacy, 
it is evident that further investigation is needed to 
determine on what teachers need to focus while teaching 
children to read and write. It is important to be aware 
of how children perceive print not only in their environ-
ment but also the print they encounter in bboks and other 
engagements with literacy events in their surroundings. 
It is important for teachers to be able to use this 
knowledge or lack of knowledge as an assessment tool when 
determining appropriate instruction for each child. 
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The results of this investigation will contribute 
to the body of literature already available concerning 
children's developing concepts of literacy. In addition, 
some further insight into the emergence of literacy may 
be forthcoming. 
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Chapter II 
Review of the Literature 
The primary purpose of this study was 
to investigate 
the literacy concepts related to readi
ng that children 
have acquired by the end of kindergart
en. A secondary 
purpose was to study the relationship 
between these con-
cepts and reading ability as indicated
 by performance on a 
standardized reading achievement test
. For the purpose 
of organization, the review of the lit
erature was divided 
into the following areas: natural lan
guage learning and 
literacy learning, cognitive developme
nt and literacy learn-
ing, concepts of literacy, and the em
ergent literacy 
perspective. 
Natural Language Learning 
Language is an expression of ideas by 
words or 
written symbols. Language is a single
 phenomenon consisting 
of both a receptive and productive mod
e. When the oral code 
is used, the receptive mode is listenin
g and the productive 
mode speaking. When the graphic code 
is used, the receptive 
mode is reading and the productive mod
e is writing. The 
common root, and hence the reason for 
the interdependence 
among the four aspects of language lie
s in the search for 
meaning. 
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A review of the literature suggests that oral 
language plays a critical role in facilitating th
e child's 
literacy learning. Language acquisition research
 sought 
to describe the strategies employed in learning a
nd using 
language. Since reading is a language process, r
esearchers 
hypothesized that oral and written language profic
iency 
might develop in parallel ways. Harste, Woodward
, and 
Burke (1982) refer to a multi-lingual event in which oral 
and written language develop.in par?llel_fashioo~ 
Several researchers have likened natural literacy
 
deve-lopment to oral language acquisition (Cambourne, 
1984; Clark, 1976; Y. Goodman, 1987; Goodman and G
oodman, 
1979; Holdaway, 1979; Hoskisson, 1979; Smith, 197 6
; Teale, 
1982). 
Goodman and Goodman (1979) believe that "acquisition 
of. literacy is an extension of natural language l
earning for 
all children" ( p. 138). Goodman and Goodman point out that 
for some children, the process parallels that of 
developing 
oral language. Children learn to read and write 
in the 
same way and for the same reason that they learn 
to speak 
and listen. Language learning, whether oral or w
ritten~ is 
motivated by the need to communicate, to understan
d and be 
understood. Y. Goodman (1980) states "my research has shown 
that literacy develops naturally in all children 
in our 
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literate society" (p. 31). In other words, literacy is 
learned in much the same way, and to some extent at th
e 
same time as oral language. 
The linguist Halliday (1973) stated that "learning 
language is learning how to mean" (p. 24). Holdaway (1984) 
describes language as a coded transaction of meanings
. 
Holdaway (1979) linked talking, reading, writing, thinking, 
drawing, and making activities in terms of a semantic 
drive. 
Holdaway (1979) compares learning to read to learning 
to talk. The foundation of Holdaway's (1984) theory of 
literacy learning (the development of reading and writing 
competencies) considers reading- and writing to be a unity 
"akin to listening and speaking, learned by -copious u
se in 
genuine transactions of meanings" (p. 7). Children learn 
language by using it for a variety of purposes as a p
ersonal 
expression of their own needs and motivation. 
Literacy is a part of the entire complex process of 
language. Literacy growth is part of the acquisition
 of 
language. Utility in the daily lives of learners offe
rs 
motivation for both oral language and literacy acquis
ition. 
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Both oral language and literacy development are depen
dent 
on an appropriate context for the "natural" developme
nt of 
those skills. According to Cohn (1981), reading and writing 
can develop in the same natural way as oral language, 
provided 
that the conditions of learning are 
similar. A stimulating 
environment is necessary along with 
encouragement and a 
relaxed adult attitude. 
Emergent reading and writing, like s
poken language, 
begins with gross approximations (Clay, 1975
; Holdaway, 
1979). Parents and teachers need to treat th
ese approxima-
tions in the same way as in learning
 to talk. They must be 
recognized and welcomed, understood
, appreciated, and 
nurtured as children go through the 
progression of stages 
in learning to read and write just as they did 
in oral 
language development (Cohn, 1981). 
Cambourne (1984) believes that the condition
s which are 
necessary for children to learn to t
alk are relevant to all 
kinds of language learning , e.g. le
arning to read, write, 
spell; learning a second language. 
Cambourne outlines seven conditions 
under which child-
ren learn to talk and that he believ
es help learning "how 
to mean in the oral mode of language
" (i.e. talking) so 
universally successful. The seven c
onditions are immersion, 
demonstration, expectation, respons
ibility, approximation, 
employment (use), and feedback. 
In learning to talk, children_are im
mersed in language 
which is meaningful, usually purpos
eful, and more importantly, 
whole. For literacy learning, learn
ers need to be immersed 
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in texts of all kinds. 
Children receive demonstrations (or models) 
of the 
spoken form of the language being us
ed in functional and 
meaningful ways. For literacy learn
ing, learners need to 
receive many demonstrations of how t
exts are constructed and 
used. 
Children are expected to learn to ta
lk. These 
"expectations are very subtle forms 
of communication, to 
which learners respond" ( p. 7). By the same 
token, if 
children are expected to learn to re
ad and write and 
expectations are given off that they
 will, they do. 
When learning to talk children are l
eft to take 
responsibility for what they learn a
bout their language. 
Children should be left to take resp
onsibility for what 
they learn when learning to read and
 write also. Children 
will eventually arrive at the same 
destination (conventions, 
l:3ut .. by ·~d:i.fferenf, routes.~ 
Children, when learning to talk are 
given opportunities 
to approximate or experiment with la
nguage to eventually 
arrive at correct pronunciation or w
ords to communicate 
int~nded meaning. This should also 
occur when children are 
learning to read, write, and spell. 
Learners must be free·. 
to approximate the desired model --
"mistakes" are essential 
for learning to occur. 
Plenty of opportunity to use the medium is provided 
when learning to talk. Learners need time and opportunity 
to use, employ, and practice their developing control of 
literacy in functional, realistic, non-artificial ways. 
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When learning to talk children receive responses from 
parents and siblings in a non-threatening, meaning centered 
way. The language is expanded and/or corrected so that the 
learner is not discouraged and will not be afraid to take the 
risk of trying again. For literacy learning, the learner 
must also receive feedback from exchanges with more know-
ledgeable others. The response must be relevant, appropriate, 
timely, readily available, non-threatening, with no strings 
attached (Cambourne, 1987). 
In summary, early literacy support resembles the 
environmental support for early oral language learning that 
surrounds the child in the home. Whether it be at home or 
at school, the environment supplies a continuous, inter-
active, meaning-focused opportunity for the use of language 
in one of its forms within a social milieu in which the 
child is comfortable. 
Smith (1971) states that "many of the skills employed 
by a child in learning about speech are relevant to the task 
of learning to read" (p. 2). 
Several writers have described how learning to read can 
be natural (Cambourne, 1984; Goodman & Goodman, 1979; 
Holdaway, 1979; Hoskisson, 1979; Hiebert, 1983; Sulzby, 1986; 
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Teale, 1987; Taylor, 1983). Hiebert ( 1983) 
states "Natural 
does not mean innate, but rather mea
ns that learning about 
print can occur much as oral languag
e acquisition" (p. 253). 
Children learn about print within co
ntexts in which print 
serves meaningful purposes. Loughl
in and Davis (1987) 
suggest that "In the development of 
reading and writing, 
speaking and listening, each draws o
n sensible awareness of 
language purposes and potentials in 
the environment as part 
of the integrated language process i
n the home and community" 
(p. 4). 
Learning to read naturally starts w
hen.parents read.to 
their young children and let them ha
ndle books (Holdaway, 
1979). Frank Smith (1977) maintains that "ch
ildren must 
have two fundamental insights before
 they can learn to read .•. 
that print is meaningful, and that w
ritten language is 
different from speech" ( p. 386). 
Research on natural language learnin
g provided 
information concerning the interrela
tionships among the four 
language processes. Beardsley and M
arecek-Zeman (1987) 
urge us "to think of all children as
 readers at different 
stages of development (p. 160). Literacy be
gins emerging 
with the child's first language expe
riences; listening, 
talking, singing, rhyming, and namin
g. It is as natural 
a prQcess for a child as that of learning to 
walk (Beardsley: 
a~d Ma~ecek~Zeman (1987). 
The growing body of research on how children
 naturally 
become literate is changing many of the old
 ways that 
reading and writing was taught. Knowledge 
does not 
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exist outside a learner; it is constructed 
and actively 
discovered by the learner. Children make s
ense of new 
learning, including reading and writing, wh
en they relate it 
to what they already know. It is important
 for researchers 
and ed~cators to respect the child as a lea
rner. 
K. Goodman (1986) states that "the psychology of 
learning teaches us that we learn from the 
whole to the 
parts" (p. 9) ... and that "language is actually learne
d from 
whole to part 11 (p. 19). The natural way of learning t
o read 
seems to be a refining process going from th
e whole to the 
detailed, from the global to the specific (Clay, 1972
). 
Goodman and Goodman (1979) state that "instructio.n do
es 
not teach children to read. Children are in
 no more need of 
being taught to read than they are of being
 taught to listen. 
What reading instruction does is help child
ren to learn" (p. 
140). Helping children learn to read is, as Smith (1
973) 
believes, "responding to what the child is 
trying to do" (p. 95) 
Cognitive Development and Literacy Learning
 
Researchers have studied the cognitive deve
lopment of 
young children in relation to developing lit
eracy. 
The Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget, realize
d that a key 
aspect of children's learning was for them to use their own 
innate, active intelligence rather than act on someone 
else's directions and approaches to learning. His insight 
regarding the power of children's thinking was that error 
making was part of the learning process. 
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Piaget's theory of child development has recently been 
used to study the acquisition of written language (Ferreira 
and Teberosky, 1982). One of the basic principles of this 
theory is that the learner is an active constructor of 
knowledge and not simply a recipient of information from the 
world. Through interaction with written language, the 
learner acquires knowledge, creating conceptualizations at 
each stage of development which increasingly approximate 
adult understandings. When new information conflicts 
with previous conceptualizations, the conflict is ultimately 
resolved by forming new conceptualizations which comprise 
the next stage of development. 
Vygotsky's theory of development is also interactionist, 
but the interaction is between the learner and another 
person. Vygotsky's (1962) research, designed to account for 
the tremendous lag between the school child's ora·1 and 
written language, concluded that it is the abstract quality 
of written language that is the main stumbling block. This 
same conclusion can be drawn from Piaget's theory. The 
school beginner is at a stage of developmen
t when abstract 
concepts are the least appropriate for his 
understanding. 
The importance of conceptual processes in p
erceptual 
activities in the acquisition of reading sk
ill seems to be 
suggested by Piaget in discussing object identification.
 
For example, in referring to young children
 and their 
confusion between the letters band d, Piag
et believes 
that learning to perceive them as different
 requires 
problem solving and concept formation. The
 young learner 
hasn't yet discovered that a difference in 
orientation is 
relevant when learning to perceive the diffe
rence. 
One of Piaget's significant contributions w
as the 
shifting of attention from product to proce
ss and the 
cognitive operations involved (Harste, Woodward, and 
Burke, 1984). 
Vygotsky (1962), in his research on young children's 
learning of concepts, concluded that direct
 instruction 
of concepts is impossible and fruitless. A
 teacher who 
tries to do this usually accomplishes nothin
g but empty 
verbalism, a parrotlike repetition of words
 by the child, 
simulating a knowled~e of the concepts but 
actually 
covering up a vacuum. 
Temple, Nathan, and Burris (1982) state "Conceptual 
learning resists teaching (p. 11) ... It has to run it
s own 
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course, as children make discoveries, opera
te according 
to a particular hypothesis for a time, and 
then revise 
it as they find information that challenges
 the way they 
thought things were" (p. 112). They suggest that tea
chers 
encourage this process along by offering he
lpful practice 
and steering children's attention to things
 that matter 
about literacy. 
Piaget (1959) has pointed out that the child of 
beginning school age typically believes tha
t he does under-
stand what others say to him. But this und
erstanding may 
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not have been the meaning that was intended
. One of Piaget's 
most important contributions to education w
as his demonstra-
tion of the difference between the way in w
hich children 
and adults see the world. Adults, who have
 conceptualized 
many facets of the world, find it difficult
 to appreciate 
the difficulties children encounter in thei
r attempts at 
making sense out of their world. 
Piaget's work shows the difficulty that a c
hild has 
with his conception of the letter (Elkind, 1974). In
 
discussing the difficulties in beginning re
ading related 
to "cognitive development and concept format
ion, Elkind 
states "It is g~nerally not until the age 
of six or seven, 
when children attain what Piaget calls conc
rete operations, 
that most children grasp that one and the s
ame numeral has 
ordinal and cardinal properties" (p. 12). Elkind goe
s on 
to say that "letters are even more complicated than nu
mbers 
because, in addition they also have phonic contextual 
properties" (p. 12). 
The child's ability to assume the role of others is a 
central issue in reading and writing. "The reader•s 
ability to understand the writer as a person behind an
d in 
the text and the writer's ability to understand the re
ader's 
perspective accentuate the role of egocentrism in thi
nking" 
( Dahlgren and Olsson, 1986, p. 2). 
Piaget and Vygotsky both wrote about the child's early
 
egocentrism and egocentric speech. Egocentric speech 
is a 
phenomenon described by Piaget. Vygotsky regards ego
centric 
speech as a precursor to what he calls "verbal inner s
peech" 
and pure thought (thinking in meanings without identifiable 
form). 
Vygotsky describes egocentric speech as the young 
child's attempt to internalize verbal behavior previou
sly 
used for direct communication purposes. Egocentric sp
eech 
can, in his opinion, unveil the development of inner 
verbal thought. As Dahlgren and Olsson state "both th
e 
structure and the function of this egocentric speech w
ithin 
such a frame of reference is quite different" (p. 2). 
The child is directing his speech to himself and not t
o 
others. Gradually this language develops into verbal 
inner 
speech. 
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Bissex (in Goelman, Oberg, and Smith, 1984) re
fers 
to this same idea when she talks about
 her view of "child 
mind." She states that 
Children mediate between the structure
s of their 
minds and the information available in
 their 
environment, ---that they carry on se
veral kinds 
of dialogue with both outer and inner 
voices, 
and that this teaching-learning proces
s is 
guided by certain principles (very possibly 
innate) that organize human learning (p. 87). 
Dialogue is essential to learning. B
issex believes 
this dialogue of question and answer a
nd of reflection 
seems to be a natural part of the lear
ning process. 
Dialogue is carried on between childre
n and the sources of 
information in their environment and "
it is carried on 
within children's minds as they hypoth
esize and reflect" 
(p. 91). Child mind asks questions, seeks orde
r, and 
monitors and corrects its own learning
. Children come to 
school with much information about lite
racy and teachers 
must be aware of the "power of child m
ind." One role of 
education according to Bissex is "to a
ffirm each child's 
inner teacher" (p. 101). 
In discussing the process of conceptua
l development, 
Ferreira and Teberosky (1979) state that "succe
ss in 
learning depends on the child's condit
ion when he or she 
begins receiving instruction" ( p. 280). They b
elieve that 
the traditional school program ignores
 this natural 
progression. "Only those at quite adv
anced levels of 
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conceptualization can benefit from tra
ditional instruction; 
they are the ones who learn what the t
eacher intends them 
to learn. The others fail, accused by 
the school of having 
learning disabilities" (p. 280). Henderson ( 19
80) stated 
that "what children can learn depends 
upon the conceptual 
frame they bring ta the task" p. 2). 
Studies of children's thinking and of 
language 
acquisition show that the child acts on
 his own theories of 
how things work and changes these theo
ries slowly, in the 
face of conflicting evidence (Clay, 1986). Pia
get's theory 
helps explain this. As Clay states "t
he child in thinking, 
in oral language, in reading for meani
ng, and in early 
writing is motivated to make the world 
make sense" (p. 767). 
Psycholinguistic theory describes the 
reading process 
as an active process that involves ext
racting meaning from 
print and assimilating that meaning to 
one's existing store 
of information. K. Goodman (1986) refers to re
ading as a 
psychological guessing game. Learning
 to read is learning 
to make sense of print and learning to 
write is learning to 
make sense through print. Reading req
uires interaction 
between the reader's thought and langua
ge and the thought 
and language of the writer as represen
ted by print. In the 
process of constructing meaning the re
ader is a thinker 
involved in a systematic series of stra
tegies which include: 
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predicting, confirming, or disconfirming an
d correcting, 
and comprehending. The reader is enabled to
 use these 
strategies by his knowledge of three langua
ge cueing systems: 
the grapho-phonic (sound/symbol), the syntactic (gram
matical 
relations and functions of sentence compon
ents), and the 
semantic (meaning). The strategies are part of an in
tegrated 
whole, and without integration the process 
breaks down. 
Cochrane, Cochrane, Scalena, and Buchanan (1984) 
believe that "one of the most unenlightenin
g things the 
teaching profession ever did was to set asid
e materials, 
books and reading periods for the sole purp
ose of teaching 
reading. Reading cannot be taught, it can 
only be learned" 
(p. 15). Children learn best how to use language, th
at is 
to speak, write, listen, and read, while pu
rsuing other 
purposes. When children have a purpose for
 reading, an 
intention to read and expectations of what 
they will find as 
they read, they will know what reading real
ly is and develop 
as readers. A teacher's job is to help children become 
readers/thinkers. Thinking is intrinsic to
 reading. Thinking 
should happen after reading, thinking must 
happen before 
reading as readers set up expectations, and
 it must happen 
during reading as readers confirm or discon
firm their pre-
dictions. Children need to be shown that r
eading can 
provide its own feedback and be helped in le
arning to 
monitor themselves as they read. 
Bridge (1979) acknowledges that beginning readers 
already possess much intuitive knowledge concerning th
e 
acceptable ordering of words within sentences. "Ling
uists 
have found that by age four, children have mastered th
e 
basic syntactic structures of the language" (p. 503). 
Many factors are necessary and affect the reader's 
ability to comprehend the printed word. Along with th
e 
visual aspect of the reading process, other factors in
clude, 
experiences, prior knowledge, vocabulary, language fa
cility, 
conceptual development, and schema for what is being r
ead. 
According to Smith (1978), in reading, what the brain says 
to the eye matters more than what the eye says to the
 brain. 
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One of the major contributions of cognitive psychologists 
to our understanding of reading comprehension has been
 schema 
theory. Schema theorists believe that the human memo
ry 
system is made up of interacting cognitive structures 
called schemata. Schemata (plural of schema) enable one to 
impose an explanation on the events that occur around 
him. 
With them it makes the world more predictable and thus
 one 
can comprehend or understand these events. In other w
ords, 
a schema is an abstraction of experience that a person
 is 
constantly fine-tuning and restructuring according to 
new 
information received. Pearson (1982) states: 
It is believed that schemata inadequacies are 
responsible for a great many roadblocks to 
reading comprehension (p. 47) ... Many children 
are unaware that they possess releva
nt schemata 
because they are so involved with de
coding each 
word that they are not comprehending
 much. They 
need help in organizing prior knowle
dge (p. 48). 
Social interaction is seen as essen
tial to the young 
child's literacy development. Harst
e, Burke, and Woodward 
(1981) state that "reading and writing are so
ciopsycho-
linguistic processes and, as such, c
hildren develop models 
of written language from natural, o
ngoing encounters with 
print" (p. 127). Data in their study sugges
t that preschool 
children discover much about print p
rior to formal language 
instruction. Written language, like
 oral language, is 
learned naturally from encountering 
written language in 
use. When asked to write, young chi
ldren make markings 
which reflect the written language 
of their culture. These 
cognitive and linguistic decisions w
hich each child makes 
are rooted in the sociolinguistic co
ntext of their early 
written language environment. Furth
er, the data suggest 
that "formal instructional programs 
which assume that the 
young child knows little if anything
 about print and which 
focua primarily on the more abstract
 systems of language 
such as letters and words, may fail 
to allow children to 
access what they already know about 
language" (p. 127). 
It appears that the roots of literac
y are cultivated 
much earlier in a child's life than 
was once thought. 
Loughlin and Martin (1987) believe that this
 revised 
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opinion comes from a view of literacy as
 a part of the 
broad spectrum whole-language context and
 from increased 
awareness of the writing and reading of p
reschool children. 
Y. Goodman believes that children do not 
have to be taught 
to be literate. As cited in Hall (1987), she claim
s that: 
In an environment rich with written lang
uage 
experiences which have real purpose and 
function 
for the children, the concepts and oral l
anguage 
about written language develop over a pe
riod of 
time ... given time, children work out for 
them-
selves what items belong in what categor
ies (p.7). 
As children attempt to make sense of and 
through written 
language in order to comprehend or expres
s meanings, ideas 
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or emotions, they develop their "roots of
 literacy" (Y. 
Goodman, 1986). These roots include: print awaren
ess in 
situational contexts, print awareness in
 connected discourse, 
functions and forms of writing, oral lang
uage about written 
language, and metalinguistic awareness ab
out written 
language. Children need active experienc
es with literacy 
in order to grow and develop the roots of
 literacy. From 
her research on the roots of literacy an
d through an aware-
ness of the research of others, Y. Goodma
n (1983) concluded 
that children construct a variety of prin
ciples about 
language relevant to their developing lit
eracy. The 
principles are seen as developmental, sin
ce all children 
grow into and through all of them. The p
rinciples are: 
functional, linguistic, and relational. 
Functional 
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principles emerge as children discover w
hen and how written 
language is used and for what purposes. 
Linguistic principles 
emerge as children discover how written 
language is organized. 
Relational principles emerge as children 
discover how the 
oral/written language systems relate or 
how print relates 
to the meaning it represents. In summa
ry, she believes 
that young children use the print and its
 meaning, inter-
acting with it through their own knowledg
e about the world---
their own developing system of language a
nd concepts. The 
child's intuitive knowledge about the pr
inciples of written 
language is their greatest asset in becom
ing literate when 
entering formal reading instruction. 
Taylor (1983) concluded from her study of family l
iteracy 
that print is one medium through which th
e children are 
learning to master their surroundings. "
In this study 
children learn to organize their environm
ent through the use 
of print" (p. 54). 
In summary, research has investigated the
 cognitive 
development of young children in relation
 to developing 
literacy. Current literacy research hold
s that children 
follow a complex developmental path which
 involves cognitive 
development and interaction with the env
ironment. Children 
are actively involved in attempting to m
ake sense of 
written language and through written lang
uage as they grow 
into literacy. Literacy learning begins long 
before 
formal instruction and children's competence w
ith language 
needs to be recognized in order to understand 
how children 
learn. Only then can an environment be provid
ed that will 
facilitate cognitive development and literacy 
learning. 
Concepts of Literacy 
Children's concepts and perceptions about lite
racy 
have been studied. Research by cognitive deve
lopmental 
psychologists as well as reading researchers h
ave identified 
the importance of concepts about language in e
arly reading. 
More recently reading and writing researchers 
have focused 
on writing as a result of the realization tha
t both are 
language processes and many children who learn
ed to read 
before formal instruction have demonstrated co
mpetence in 
producing written language as well. Because o
f the large 
amount of research reviewed, the research was 
divided.into 
the following areas: concepts of reading, fac
tors which 
affect children's concepts of literacy, print 
awareness, 
concepts of writing, and the importance of lis
tening to 
stories. 
Concepts of Reading 
There have been many research efforts that hav
e 
focused on the concepts and perceptions of rea
ding held by 
beginning readers and children not yet able to
 read. 
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Vygotsky (1934) found in his study of school begi
nners in 
Russia, that they had only a vague idea 
of the purposes 
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of written language. More recently, Re
id (1966) indicated 
that young children's conceptions of rea
ding and writing were 
very different from those of adults. Sh
e concluded that 
five year old Scottish children showed "
a general lack of 
any specific expectancies of what reading
 was going to be 
like, of what the activity consisted in, 
of the purpose and 
use of it" ( p. 58). Downing ( 1970) replicated an
d extended 
Reid's study and confirmed that young be
ginners have 
difficulty in understanding the purpose 
of literacy. 
Downing found that children performed be
tter on tasks which 
used concrete aids along with interview 
questions. He 
suggested that children may have some un
derstanding of what 
reading involves in settings where print
 is presented in a 
familiar meaningful context, although th
ey may not be able 
to precisely describe it in abstract set
tings. 
Edwards (1958) and Johns (1970) both investigated 
the 
perceptions of reading held by disabled 
readers. Both 
concluded that one of the contributing f
actors to students' 
reading problems -may be their failure to 
understand what is 
involved in the reading process. 
Weintraub and Denny's (1965) study asked first-gra
de 
children in the first week of school to 
answer the question 
"What is reading?" They then 
categorized the responses 
into one of seven categories. 
Of the 108 responses, the 
analysis revealed that 27% we
re of the vague or "I don't 
know variety; 33% were object related, 
such as "Reading 
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is when you read a book"; and 
20% were of a cognitive nature
 
or described reading as a cog
nitive act that "helps you 
to learn things." The remain
ing 20% of the responses were 
distributed almost evenly acro
ss three categories: value 
terms, mechanical descriptions
, and expectations. Their 
major finding was that children come t
o school with widely 
varied conceptions of what co
nstitutes reading, and that a 
large number of students were 
not able to answer the 
question. Based on their -fin
dings, Denny and Weintraub 
stressed the need to develop w
ell-planned and carefully 
executed experiences to help s
tudents build an understanding
 
of reading. Dictated stories,
 poems, and actual experience
s 
were included among the activ
ities they suggested to help 
students build an accurate pe
rception of the reading proces
s. 
Mason (1967) states "it appears that
 one of the first 
steps in actually learning to
 read is learning that one 
does n ' t a 1 ready know- how " ( p . 1 3 2 ) . 
Johns and Johns (1971) found that som
e of the children 
in their study refused to answ
er or provided irrelevant 
answers. 
Johns (1971-72) found a significant relationship. 
between children's concepts of reading and their read
ing 
achievement. He stated that "it may be that one of th
e 
contributing factors to children's reading achievemen
t is 
their understanding of the reading process" (p. 57). A 
positive relationship was also found in a study by Ma
son 
and Blanton (1971). 
Johns and Ellis (1976) found that 39% of the children 
provided vague irrelevant, or "I don't know" answers 
when 
asked "What is reading?" They found that few children
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felt reading is concerned with a search for meaning; 
64% of 
the answers concerned classroom procedures or educatio
nal 
value (e.g., reading books out loud, switch to a different 
class). Of the remainder, 25% reflected a word recognition/ 
decoding emphasis (sounding out words), and only 11% a 
meaning emphasis. 
Downing (1971-72) viewed learning to read as a problem 
solving task and proposed that the best indicator of 
the 
child's reading readiness in learning to read would b
e his 
level of understanding of the reading process. Downin
g 
also suggested that cognitive clarity would be highly 
correlated with reading success and cognitive confusio
n 
would be highly correlated with reading failure. 
Elkind (1972) warned teachers to start instruction 
with the child's language and his cognitive
 abilities. 
The language of reading instruction seems t
o be of special 
significance in a child's readiness to prof
it from the 
teacher's verbalizations about written lang
uage and reading 
it. In learning to read, children face the
 difficulty of 
understanding the content of the so called 
"reading 
instruction register," that is, "the speci
al language used 
to talk about reading and its relation to s
peech". Behind 
this register lies the concepts of language
 which are used 
in thinking about reading and the task of l
earning how to 
do it (Downing, 1976). 
Reid (1966) stated that the children she interviewed 
had "a great poverty of linguistic equipmen
t to deal with 
the new experiences, calling letters "numbe
rs" and words 
"names", and so on" (p. 58). These findings have bee
n 
confirmed by subsequent studies (Clay, 1972; Downing,
 
1970; and Johns, 1977). 
Downing (1979) proposed the Cognitive Clarity theory 
of learning to read which has as its·ce~tra
l premi~e~that 
learning to read is "essentially a problem 
solving task 
in which the child applies reasoning abilit
ies to under-
stand the linguistic relationships between 
speech and 
writing" ( p. 10). Linguistic awareness is defined as
 
understanding the functions and features of
 language. 
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Evidence has suggested this awareness is an im
portant 
correlate of reading acquisition. 
Francis (1973) inferred from her study that 
"difficulty in comprehending the technical voc
abulary 
of reading ... appears to be an integral part of
 the 
difficulty in learning to read, rather than a 
separate 
conceptual difficulty" (p. 23). She noted that "the use 
of words like letter, word, and sentence in te
aching was 
not so much a direct aid to instruction but a 
challenge 
to find their meaning" (p. 22). She believes that the 
best way of helping children to understand the
se terms is 
in their proper use by teachers. Ayers and Do
wning (1982) 
also believe this, but add that "teachers will
 use the 
technical vocabulary of reading instruction mu
ch more 
effectively when they know to what extent the
ir pupils 
comprehend it" (p. 281). 
Evanechko, Ollila, Downing, and Braun (1973) gave 
beginning first graders a test of "Technical L
anguage of 
Literacy" which tested the child's understandin
g of what a 
number, letter, and word was. They found that
 15-20% of 
the children had difficulty in discriminating 
among word, 
number, and letter. 
Papandropoulou and Sinclair (1974) refer to Piaget's 
theory of general cognitive development when e
xplaining 
growth in metalinguistic competence. In their
 study, 
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involving extensive interviews with over 100 F
rench 
children, the relationship between Piagetian le
vels and 
metalinguistic awareness is inferred from the 
age ranges 
of the children. 
Evans, Taylor, and Blum (1979), citing Ferreira 
suggest that "there may be developmental const
raints on 
the ability to form metalinguistic concepts" (p. 18). 
Vernon (1971) stated that metalinguistic understanding 
"· .. necessitates a fairly advanced state of co
nceptual 
reasoning" ( p. 77). 
Many research studies have shown that very ofte
n too 
many assumptions were made about the-ptior kno
wledge 
thought to be possessed by pupils. It was ofte
n assumed 
that children have the same concepts of languag
e as adults. 
Downing (1970) investigated the development of linguistic
 
concepts in children's thinking. He concluded 
that common 
assumptions about children's linguistic concep
ts ought to 
be challenged by more extensive research. 
Downing has completed many studies on children
's 
thinking about reading and he believes that co
gnitive 
confusion is a state that all children pass thr
ough in 
learning how to read. In this state, the child
 lacks a 
thorough understanding of the features of writt
en language 
(letters, words, paragraphs, etc.) and of the purposes an
d 
process of reading (Downing, 1969; 1970; 1976; 1979). 
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Holdaway (1979) claims there is growing evidenc
e that 
cognitive confusion is a major cause of early lite
racy 
failure. Clay's (1972) study documents confusi
on during the 
first two years of schooling over the 
concept 0 word" and 
"letter." According to Clay, unwarran
ted assumptions are 
often made about what children have un
derstood in 
instruction. In working with children
 who are making 
slow progress one needs to be alert to
 possible confusion 
and attempt to clarify ambiguities as 
soon as one becomes 
aware of them. 
Hall (1987) refers to a child who was a subject in
 a 
study conducted by Johns (1976-77), and states 
that 11 tbe 
prize probably goes to the child who w
hen asked what reading 
was said "reading is stand up, sit dow
n" (p. 57)". 
Fletcher (1977) found significant relationships
 between 
a child's concept of reading, cognitiv
e development, and 
reading achievement, and concluded tha
t "teachers must not 
make assumptions concerning the child'
s cognitive ability 
or clarity in reading, but instead mus
t assess these abilities 
by observing, listening, and talking w
ith the child" (p. 86). 
The learner must understand the purpos
e of the skill 
to be acquired (reading) and must grasp the con
cepts that 
are used for talking and thinking abou
t how to perform the 
skill. Thus, to benefit from instructi
on in reading and 
writing, the child must understand the functio
ns of these 
literacy skills, and must comprehend such conc
epts as 
"word," "letter,"" top line,"" print," and s
o on. 
Research has shown that there is a close relat
ionship 
between what the children know about these fun
ctions and 
features of written language and their achievem
ents in 
reading and writing. 
Downing (1984) reviewed evidence that reading belongs
 
to the class of behavior that psychologists ca
ll "skill." 
He suggests that since reading is a member of 
the skill 
category, psychological research findings on s
kill learning 
in general can be applied to learning how to re
ad. One 
such finding is that the initial step in learn
ing a skill 
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is to conjure up a conception of the task to be accomplished
 
in performing the skill. This is task awaren
ess, also 
referred to as the "cognitive phase" in skill 
development. 
Downing (1979) proposed a "cognitive clarity theory" 
of 
learning to read. Downing (1984) takes the view that
 task 
awareness is a cause of success in learning ho
w to read. 
Collectively, research from Australia, Canada, 
England, 
Belgium, Switzerland, -New Zealand) the USA and the USSR h
as 
shown that the development of ling~istic aware
ness and 
concepts is significantly related to the develo
pment of 
literacy skills no matter what the language of
 the country 
(Downing, Ayers, and Schaefer, 1983). 
From these studies, it seems cl
ear that it is normal 
for most beginners to enter the
 task of learning to read 
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"in a state of cognitive confu
sion about the characteristics 
and purposes of reading activit
ies" (Downing, Ayers, and 
Schaefer, 1978, p. 12). The conclusio
n that young children's 
understanding of the functions 
and features of written 
language cannot be taken for gr
anted seems inescapable. The 
chief conclusion seems to be th
at teachers need to be aware 
of the absense or insecurity of
 these linguistic concepts in 
at least some children. It is 
hazardous to leave the 
development of these linguistic
 concepts to chance. 
However, traditional reading re
adiness tests do not 
include the evaluation of child
ren's awareness of language 
and their concepts of the funct
ions and features of written 
language. According to Downing
, Ayers, and Schaefer (1983), 
"Recent research has shown tha
t linguistic awareness and 
related concepts are more close
ly related to progress in 
learning to read and write than
 such factors as visual and 
auditory perception or letter n
ame knowledge" (p. 1). 
Clay (1972; 1979) has produced instrum
ents for testing 
a variety of concepts about pri
nt. They have proved to 
be useful, but they have to be 
administered individually 
which makes it difficult to tes
t large samples. The 
Concepts About Print test is a 
relatively simple examination 
of some aspects of reading and 
print knowledge which are 
not covered by conventional reading readiness tests. Clay 
denies that this test is a "readiness" test and states 
that "it reveals some of the behaviours that are related 
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to reading progress but only a very few of them": (Clay, 198~, 
p. 87). Clay ( 1979) states that "the test's greatest value 
is diagnostic. Items should uncover concepts to be learned
 
or confusions to be untangled" . ( P · ·. l8) · 
As cited in Hall (1987), "Downing'"s interest in 
linguistic awareness and his views about the importance of 
cognitive confusion as a factor in literacy failure have l
ed 
him and co-workers to devise a test which examines this 
aspect of literacy development 11 (pp. 66-67). The develop-
ment of the test was a result of several studies. Accordin
g 
to Downing, Ayers, and Schaefer (1983), the Linguistic 
Awareness in Reading Readiness (LARR) Test is a new type 
of reading readiness test for use with young children in 
their first two years at school. The LARR test is a serie
s 
of group tests which samples a cross section of children's 
linguistic awareness and their concepts of reading and 
writing and the functions and features of these skills. Th
e 
test is useful for determining the strengths and weaknesses
 
of both individual pupils and the class as a whole with 
regard to their understanding of the linguistic concepts th
at 
they need for reasoning about the tasks of reading instruct
ion. 
The LARR has three subtests: Recog
nizing L1teracy Behavior, 
Understanding Literacy Functions, an
d Technical Langua~e of 
Literacy. The LARR test provides a 
survey of children's 
concepts of literacy---concepts tha
t have direct relevance 
in reading readiness. Ayers and Dow
ning (1982) state: 
Clearly children's recognition of re
ading and 
writing activities, their concepts 
of the 
purposes of literacy, and their com
prehension 
of the linguistic terminology used b
y teachers 
in reading instruction must be impo
rtant in 
their readiness to profit from such 
teaching 
(p. 280). 
The LARR test can be used to determi
ne children's 
knowledge at the beginning of the te
rm or year and the 
teacher may provide appropriate expe
riences and instruction 
that should help children to develop
 those concepts that 
are found to be inadequately underst
ood. The LARR test may 
also be used to evaluate the effecti
veness of teachers' 
efforts to foster the growth of lin
guistic awareness and 
concepts of the functions and featur
es of written language 
by readministering the tests near th
e end of the year. 
The third subtest from the LARR test
, "Technical 
Language of Literacy", which tests 
the child's knowledge 
of technical terms used in describin
g language, was found 
to be a useful predictor of reading 
achievement in grade 
one as measured by scores of the Co
operative Primary 
Reading Test. Secondly, the LARR te
st was found to be 
an effective predictor of reading ac
hievement for most 
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individual classes. 
Results of a study conducted by Abramson (1981), 
revealed a significant relationship between linguistic
 
awareness as measured by the LARR test, and reading 
achievement in first graders as measured by the Stanfo
rd 
Achievement Test. 
Mason and Swanson (1984) state that the LARR test 
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has been found to make a significant addition to pred
ictions 
based on standardized test scores. If the test is ad
minist-
ered as a screen, misconceptions about reading behavio
r and 
instructional terminology could be clarified before be
gin-
ning formal reading instruction. 
Hall (1987) cites Yaden (1984) who reviewed over one 
hundred studies of young children's metalinguistic aw
are-
ness. All of the studies came to similar conclusions.
 
According to Hall, almost all of the investigations se
em 
to assume that linguistic awareness is a necessary pr
e-
condition of being able to read and write. The majority 
of the studies were correlational and investigated the
 
relationship between reading ability and metalinguisti
c 
awareness. They all found significant correlations bu
t 
these 1do.: rJot dem.onstrate the· cause :and., the effect. ·· "l
ostead 
of metalinguistic awareness being necessary for develo
pment 
in literacy, it may be the case that it is the develop
ment 
in literacy that causes an increase in metalinguistic
 
awareness" ( p. 58). 
Although the original intention for these s
tudies 
was to investigate the way that children be
came readers, 
the nature of the investigations did not all
ow children 
to demonstrate their literacy competence. 
Children are 
actively involved in making sense of literac
y events in 
their environment, and to view children as 
cognitively 
confused would be in error. When children 
experience an 
event that conflicts with what they already 
know, they 
evolve new ideas, new beliefs, and new stru
ctures to 
account for the evidence. The "cognitive c
onfusion" 
does not last long as a result of children'
s curiosity 
and desire to create order. This view is s
hared by the 
Goodmans, Ferreira and Teberosky, and Harste
 and his 
collaborators. Harste et al. (1984) state that "Afte
r 
many years of work in this area ... we have y
et to find a 
child who is cognitively confused" (p. 15). 
According to Hall (1987), if one approaches children 
by considering them competent, "then perhap
s one should 
look for teaching strategies which perpetua
te the circum-
stances that have allowed competence to dev
elop'' (p. 63). 
Factors Which Affect Children's Concepts of 
Literacy 
Perhaps the most important development in th
e field 
of reading during the past decade has been 
the changing 
view of language and literacy learning durin
g the pre-
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school years. Insights have been 
gained by looking at 
the home background of early reade
rs and describing the 
environment that facilitated their
 early reading ability. 
Young children are acquiring know
ledge about written 
language much as they learn to spe
ak through exposure to 
it in their environments and witho
ut direct instruction. 
Smith (1976) claims: 
The roots of reading are discernab
le whenever 
children strive to make sense of p
rint, before 
they are able to recognize many of
 the actual 
words .•. not only are the formal m
echanics of 
reading unnecessary in the initial
 stages, they 
may well be a hindrance. It is the
 ability of 
children to make sense of the prin
ted word that 
will enable them to make use of th
e mechanics we 
offer (p. 299). 
Smith (1971) stated that ''many of the ski
lls employed 
by a child in learning about speec
h are relevant to the 
task of learning to read" (p. 2). Smith (
1976) believes 
that children probably begin to re
ad from the moment they 
become aware of print in any mean
ingful way. Goodman (1983) 
also believes that reading begins 
when children become 
aware that print communicates---t
hat it involves an act 
of meaning. 
In one of the first books publishe
d in the United 
States regarding reading instructi
on, written by Edmund 
Burke Huey in 1908, the following 
statement was made: 
The child should never be permitte
d to read 
for the sake of reading, as a form
al process 
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or end in itself. The reading should always be 
for the intrinsic interest or value of what is 
read, reading never being done as "an exercise". 
Word pronouncing will therefore always be 
secondary to getting whole sentence meanings 
and this from the very first:(~s cited b] -Trivey 
and Kerber, 1~86, p. vii) .. 
This statement, although made in 1908, is similar to recent 
psycholinguistic research findings which emphasize meaning. 
A similar statement which indicates the emphasis on meaning 
was made in the Horace Mann Readers published in 1912: 
"Let thought lead". Children are essentially thinking 
beings and one must remember this when teaching children 
to read. Children learn better when thinking is involved 
rather than learning by mere repetition. 
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John Holt (1967), in his book How Children Learn, wrote: 
If from the start they could think of writing as 
a way of saying something, and reading as a way of 
knowing what others are saying, they would write 
and read with much more interest and excitement ... 
If we begin by helping children feel writing and 
reading are ways of talking to and reaching other 
people, we would not have to bribe and bully them 
into acquiring the skills; they will want them for 
what they can do with them (p. 95). 
Children need to perceive reading as getting meaning and 
less as an activity involving decoding skills. Teachers need 
to continually reinforce the communication purpose of reading. 
Research into the development of literacy in preschool 
children includes investigations into the influence of home 
background on children's concepts of the purposes of literacy. 
Downing conducted two studies using the Orientation to Literacy 
test developed by Evanechko, Ollila, Downing, and Braun (1973), 
which is a paper and pencil test in whic
h subjects are 
required to select and circle a picture 
which illustrates a 
function of literacy (Downing, Ollila, Oliver, 19
75; 1977). 
The first study confirmed Downing's hypo
thesis that 
home background experiences are related 
to the development 
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of children's concepts of the purposes o
f literacy. Canadian 
Indian children with no cultural traditio
n of literacy were 
significantly less able to recognize act
s of reading and 
writing, which indicated that their liter
acy concepts were 
less well developed. The second study f
ound kindergarteners 
from high socioeconomic family backgroun
ds scored significantly 
higher than those from lower socioeconom
ic family backgrounds. 
Durkin (1961) found that children who learned to 
read 
early had rich family backgrounds. In g
eneral, early readers 
learned within an environment that stimu
lated them to learn in 
natural developmental ways (Clark, 1976; Clay, 19
79; Durkin, 
1966). Almost all early readers came from book-o
rientated 
homes and have been read to most of thei
r lives (Butler and 
Clijy, 1979, 1983; Crago and Crago, 1983; Taylor, 198
3). 
Durkin (1966) suggested a significant relationship
 
existed between the reading and writing 
processes, saying 
that several of the early readers in her
 studies were "paper 
and pencil kids" for whom "the ability t
o read seemed 
almost like a by-product of ability to p
rint and spell" 
(p. 137). Several studies have confirmed this fin
ding 
(Bissex, 1980; Clark, 1972, 1975; Chomsky, 1971; R
ead, 
1970). 
Clay was a pioneer in examining young ch
ildren's 
reading and writing in light of language 
acquisition 
research findings which initiated the hy
pothesis that oral 
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and written language proficiency might d
evelop in parallel 
ways. Clay (1966) began observing young children
's early 
reading behaviors and called them emerge
nt literacy behaviors. 
Clay (1975) included observations of children's e
arly 
writing behaviors in describing children
's early literacy 
development. Clay (1982) believes that besides g
aining 
knowledge from stories told and read to 
children, " ... child-
ren are constructing theories about prin
t from diverse 
experiences---seeing print in their envi
ronment, putting 
pencil to paper, thumbing through magazi
nes, and receiving 
birthday cards, invitations and letters'' 
(p. 229). 
Print Awareness 
It is clear from previous studies that th
e early 
experiences children had with print playe
d a significant 
role in the development of literacy. Y. 
Goodman (1967) 
examined the reading process of beginning
 readers in light 
of K. Goodman's model of reading as a ps
ycholinguistic 
process. "It slowly became obvious to m
e that children's 
discoveries about literacy in a literate 
society such as 
ours must begin much earlier than at sch
ool age" (Y. Goodman, 
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1984, p. 102). This was the beginning of studies which 
examined the importance of environmental print in 
children's 
literacy learning. Study after study has shown yo
ung children 
who have competence with environmental print (Goodman and 
Al twerger, 1981; Hiebert, 1981, 1983; Harste, Burk
e, and 
Woodward, 1982, 1984; Mason, 1980). The print awareness 
work led to the conclusion that learning to read i
n a 
literate society is natural. 
Hall (1987) believes that the emergence of literacy is 
facilitated by environmental print and states that
 11 the 
environment is replete with rich·examples of writ
ten language 
which can be, and are, used by children to develop
 their 
understandings of the ways in which written langua
ge works" 
(p. 29). 
Smith (1984) states that "the first requirement for 
children who will become readers must be the recog
nition that 
written language exists, that there are aspects o
f the visual 
environment worth paying attention to in a partic
ular way" 
(p. 44). 
Children's earliest experiences with print are in 
such 
settings where it is presented in a meaningful con
textualized 
way (Smith, 1976). Young children attempt to give meaning to
 
this print, using cues from the environment to as
sist them in 
the process. Hiebert (1978) suggests that the young child 
may be able to make sense of "written language wit
hin the 
environmental context, although not y
et able to read when 
the environmental context is absent" (p. 1233)
. She also 
found that preschoolers made more erro
rs in identifying 
letters than words and concluded that 
"learning letter 
names may be an entirely different tas
k than learning to 
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read words and not a prerequisite for 
learning words as is 
often surmised" (p. 1233). Her study indicated
 that young 
children have acquired knowledge about
 written language which 
could be considered part of the readin
g process and precursors 
to reading skills. 
Hiebert (1981), through careful observation as 
well as 
the use of concrete tasks, assessed pr
eschool children's 
print related knowledge. Her findings
 revea~ed strategies 
young children employ when interacting
 with print and found 
that there are substantial individual 
differences in develop-
mental stage and style. Another findi
ng was that young 
children responded to print more signi
ficantly ,when exposed 
to print within meaningful contexts. 
In a similar study, Harste, Burke, and
 Woodward (1981) 
investigated young children's knowledg
e of print and concluded 
that as children hecorne proficient lan
guage users and as they 
experience print in social contexts, 
they thus begin to 
expect print to be functional and mea
ningful. They concluded 
that written language, like oral langu
age is learned naturally 
from encountering written language in 
use. Insights into 
written language and how it works are as important to 
growth in reading as they are to growth in writing. 
Hiebert (1983) investigated preschool children's 
concepts of reading. She found that "while the majority 
of children recognized the acts of reading in both its
 
silent and oral forms, there were some children who di
d 
not have this awareness, even at age five" (p. 258). 
Another finding was that of the 60 children, only 4 
incorrectly evaluated their own reading ability. She 
also found that knowledge of what is actually read on 
a 
printed page increased significantly from three to fiv
e 
years of age. Three year olds were, on the whole, qu
ite 
unaware of the salient information in books. Even amo
ng 
the five year olds, who performed significantly better
 than 
three and four year olds on this task, some children's
 
responses indicated an ambiguity about the role of pri
nt in 
reading. 
Thus the evidence from studies with environmental 
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print suggests that experience is an intrinsic part o
f 
becoming literate language users, but that such experi
ences 
operate in cohjunction with many other oral and written 
language experiences. The Goodmans, Harste et al., an
d 
Hiebert all agree that the emergence of literacy is m
ulti-
faceted. Environmental print has a vital role in conjunction 
with experiences of other types of written language. 
In the preschool years children can learn important 
ides about print from the print in their environment. The 
concepts about print "cannot be taken for granted in the 
early stages of learning to read. It is sometimes the 
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source of some fundamental confusions" (Clay, 1979, p. 246). 
Clay (1972, 1979) developed an instrument which can provide 
insight into what children know about written language called 
"Concepts About Print" (CAP). Y. Goodman ( 1981) summarizes 
Clay's main objectives for this tool: 1) observing precisely 
what a child is doing, 2) uncovering the processes a child 
controls, and 3) discovering reading behaviors which need· 
to be taught. Clay (1979) states "items should uncover 
concepts to. be learned or confusions to be untangled" (p. 18). 
The findings of a study by Day and Day (1978) suggest 
that some of the concepts of print are, or can be, acquired 
after a child is reading, i.e. functions of punctuation. 
A number of researchers have found that print awareness, 
measured either prior to or during first grade, is related to 
reading achievement at the end of first grade (Ayers and 
Downing, 1982; Day and Day, 1981; Taylor and Blum, 1981). 
Harlin (1984) explored the relationship between print 
awareness, as measured by Clay's CAP, and subsequent 
achievement in children. The CAP proved to be an adequate 
predictor of reading achievement. Therefore, the results 
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support the use of the CAP for young children from kin
der-
garten through grade three and especially for disabled
 readers. 
Harlin claims that the test has been shown to be an ef
fective 
indicator of the child's knowledge and understanding o
f 
print concepts. As part of a preventive strategy, th
e test 
may be used to identify potential reading failure earl
y in 
the school year, thus facilitating intervention strat
egies. 
Harlin states that "the reliability and validity of th
e CAP 
test has been demonstrated with American children. Th
e 
results support the use of the CAP in the early diagno
sis 
and monitoring of problems that may produce later read
ing 
difficulties" (p. 11). 
An understanding that must be acquired early in learni
ng 
to read is the concept of word or concept of the spoke
n 
word/written word match (Morris, 1981). Clay (1979) states 
that "to read, an individual must be aware that print 
represents the combination of individual words which 
communicate meaning" (p. 119). 
Morris (1981) suggests some indirect ways (understanding 
is inferred from behavior) that teachers can use in 
measuring a child's awareness of the spoken word/writt
en 
word mat~h in reading. These include: pointing to w
ords 
as one reads aloud, self-correcting errors in pointing
, 
identifying individual words within a single line and 
within 
a five line memorized rhyme (p. 661). These measures are 
indirect yet they are highly sensitive to young child
ren's 
ability to map spoken language to written language at 
the 
word level. 
Morris (1983) found a significant relationship between 
concept of word and phoneme awareness in the beginning
 
reading process. Turbill (1987) states that the ability to 
hear phonemes is developmental. 
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Templeton and Spivey (1980) investigated the develop-
mental nature of the concept of word in young children
 and 
the degree to which these developmental aspects corres
pond to 
levels of cognitive development as described by Piage
t 
(preoperational,transitional, cognitive operational). 
Templeton and Spivey state that "metalinguistic aware
ness 
apparently begins to emerge during the five to seven y
ear 
old period" (p. 267). The results indicated that words 
were ''understood" first in a global sense as referring
 to 
spoken language or speech. The child's first mention 
of 
internal structures of words was in terms of letters r
ather 
than sounds. Templeton and Spivey suggest that althou
gh 
concious word analysis may depend on the attainment of
 a 
certain level of cognitive operations (what Piaget terms 
concrete), it may also be dependent upon considerable 
experience with written language. Teachers are cauti
oned 
not to begin formal reading instruction which includes
 
the study of phoneme -grapheme correspondences unless 
preceded by experiences with substantial quantitie
s of 
written language. 
Allan (1982) claims that children gradually learn to 
understand the linguistic concept of word and this
 ability 
is related to reading ability. 
Masonheimer, Drum, and Ehri (1984) investigated 
whether environmental print identification leads c
hildren 
into word reading. They found that experiences wi
th 
environmental print alone are not sufficient to le
ad 
children into word reading. 
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From the beginning in school, children should expe
rience 
print in a variety of forms in order for concepts 
about 
written words to emerge. Opportunities to write--
-to invent 
spellings---can exercise this developing concept o
f wordness. 
Current research shows that significant written la
nguage 
development ·is occurring during the preschool peri
od. 
According to Calkins (1985), long before children come to 
school they are writing---as best they can. Many 
are reading 
also, some fluently with continuous text and some 
reading 
environmental print (but with more skill than previously 
thought). Case studies of preschool ~hildren have indicated 
that some children learn to read and write before
 formal 
instruction (Bissex, 1980; Clay, 1979; Torrey, 1969). 
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Concepts of Writing 
The emergence of writing has received far
 less exposure 
than reading. It is only relatively rece
ntly that researchers 
have focused on the knowledge that childr
en possess about 
writing before formal instruction. Child
ren have many 
experiences with written language as the
y grow. Goodman (1984) 
describes literacy learning as "learning 
how to mean," 
through written as well as spoken langua
ge. Children discover 
and invent literacy as they participate a
ctively in a literate 
society. "They discover as they are imm
ersed in using written 
language and watching others use it, that
 written language 
makes sense" (p. 102). 
Taylor (1983) observed that "many of children's w
riting 
activities pass unnoticed as the child's 
momentary engagement 
merges with, the procession of other inte
rests 11 (p. 56). 
The use of language in its written form 
begins long 
before school instruction and is shaped b
y many influences 
other _than direct instruction (Clay, 1972; Holdawa
y, 1979). 
Ferreira and Teberosky (1983) also believe that ch
ildren 
possess conceptualizations about the natu
re of written 
language long before the intervention of 
systematic 
instruction. 
Many investigations of recent years have
 found a 
great deal of evidence about emerging wr
iting abilities in 
young children. Some have looked at indi
vidual children at 
home ( Baghdan, 1984; Bissex, 1980)~ and others have loo
ked 
at emergent writers in nursery and kindergarte
n settings 
(Dyson, 1985; Ferreira and Teberosky, 1983; Harste, Burk
e, 
and Woodward, 1982, 1984; Pearce, 1987; and Su
lzby, 1985). 
Read (1970) completed his pioneering study of young 
children's categorization of speech sounds as 
evidenced by 
invented spellings found in their compositions
. Read's 
research prompted Chomsky (1971) to suggest that young 
children should write first, read later. 
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What I propose is that children be permitted t
o be 
active participants in teaching themselves to
 read. 
In fact, they ought to direct the process. By
 
reversing the usual order of read first, write
 
later, this can be allowed to happen (p. 296). 
Clay (1975) and others such as Bissex (1980) provided 
evidence that indeed young children do write a
s they learn 
to read. 
Clay (1975) identified thirteen principles which may be 
observed in the writing behavior (or mark making) of you
ng 
children, but are not in any particular order:
 1) sign 
concept, 2) message concept, 3) copying principle, 4) re
curring 
principle, 5) directional principle, 6) reversing the 
directional principle (mirror ~riting), 7) flexibility 
principle, 8) inventory principle, 9) generating princip
le, 
10) contrastive principle, 11) space concept, 12) page an
d 
book arrangement, and 13) abbreviation principle. Clay 
believes that differences occur in development
 because of 
different experiences and also because young c
hildren 
" ... have chosen to devote their attention to d
ifferent 
aspects of their environment. I doubt whether
 there is a 
sequence of learning through which all children
 must pass" 
(p. 7). The principles are only descriptions of some of· 
the behaviors emergent writers exhibit. 
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Harste, Burke, and Woodward, (1981) acknowledge that 
long before the writing looks representational
 (or the 
reading response conventional) to o~r adult eyes, evidenc
e of 
literacy learning as a contextually specific l
iteracy event 
exists. Harste, Woodward, and Burke (1984) found that 
children responded to the type of instruments 
they considered 
appropriate and woul·d not write if the "wrong"
 instruments 
were given to them. They identify "risk taking
·;_ 11 "organ-
ization," "intentionality," and "generativenes
s" as critical 
components of children's literacy. 
The work of Clay and Harste and his collaborat
ors, suggests 
very strongly that most children, by the age o
f five, are 
demonstrating through their writing that they 
have observed 
and understood a wide range of features of pri
nt production. 
According to Temple, Nathan, and Burris (1982), writing 
is a developmental process ~that follows much th
e same course 
as learning to talk. Similarities include: 1) Children 
take a great deal of the initiative in learning
 to talk and 
learning to write. 2)Children must be surrounded by. 
meaningful language if they are to learn to talk;
 the same 
is true if they are to learn to write (and read). 
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3) Children learning to talk make many mistakes, but graduall
y 
correct errors as they practice and become profici
ent language 
users. Children learning to write make errors in 
letter 
formation, spelling, and composition. As children
 gain 
greater knowledge of concepts (through reading, writing, and 
sharing), their writing becomes closer to correct form. 
The writing of preschool children appears to progr
ess 
through developmental stages: scribbling (with meaning), 
perceiving print and drawings as synonymous, repre
senting 
things with individual letters, writing initial co
nsonants to 
represent words beginning with particular sounds, 
spacing 
between words, representing sounds with letters, i
nvented 
spellings, and producung mature conventions of spe
lling and 
writing (DeFord, 1980; Dyson, 1981; Ferreira, 1986; Sulzby, 
1986). Some children pass through the stages so quickly 
that stages are not apparent. 
Pearce (1987) concludes that drawing provides children 
with a transition to writing. Pearce claims that
 scribbling 
and drawing are very necessary components in the c
hild's 
progressi~n to literacy. She obtained writing sam
ples 
from 10 preschool children and concluded from an a
nalysis of 
the data that "children produced and talked about 
drawing 
interchangeably which indicates that separate conc
epts are 
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not clearly defined at this time" (p. 66). 
There have been very strong claims for the existence 
of a developmental sequence in the way children come to 
understand the alphabetic nature of written language 
(Ferreira and Teberosky, 1983; Henderson and Beers, 1980; 
Read, 1970, 1975). Read was the first researcher to examine 
the highly regular developmental sequence children aged 
three, four, and five follow as they invent and modify a 
system of phonological rules that approximate the Standard
 
English Orthography. According to Read "invented spelling
" 
is a process of phonological development that all children
 
go through. 
Bissex (1980) found that her son Paul began using 
invented spelling at the age of 5:1-5:2. Bissex stated tha
t 
"the knowledge of letter/sound correspondences that he was 
confirming, practicing, and developing through invented 
spellings was the beginning of his code-breaking as well" 
(p. 122). 
Bissex demonstrated that her son Paul knew when and 
why people write. The first message, which he printed with
 
a rubber stamp, was RUDF (Are you deaf?). Paul was a 
prolific writer and inventor of spellings, and he often 
wrote to some purpose. He made a sign: DO NOT DSTRB GNYS 
AT 
WK (Do not disturb. Genius at work). By age five he was 
clearly capable of understanding the ways of using writing
. 
Bissex claims that Paul's learning to read was a 
less visible process than his learning to write. 
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Ferreira and Teberosky (1983) claim to have identified 
five stages through which children pass as they emerge as 
writers. The progression begins with a child's intention to 
create a message, characterized by interrelationships 
between drawing and writing and a correspondence between the 
size of the object and the number of characters used in 
writing. Children gradually progress to more conventional 
forms, eventually evolving into alphabetic writing. 
Recently, It has been recognized that encoding 
(producing written language helps decoding (reading) (Bissex, 
1980; Clay, 1982; Ferriera and Teberosky, 1983). Writing 
can function to foster developing reading competence and 
vice versa. Ferriera and Teberosky's studies show how 
writing can foster development of written language knowledge. 
As cited by Teale (1986a) "Ferreira's studies demonstrate 
that as children attempt to read their own writing, they may 
come face to face with contradictions between what they are 
attempting to write and what is actually on the page. The 
contradictions result in cognitive conflicts that promote 
learning" (p. 6). 
A recent experimental group of urban kindergarten 
children exposed to an encoding or writing approach to 
reading, scored twenty percentile points higher than the 
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control group on a standardized reading test (Martin, 1984). 
Dyson's studies provide many illustrations of how 
writing contributes to awareness of the nature of wri
tten 
language and serves to bring the reading and writing p
rocesses 
together ( 1981, 1982, 1984). The growing insight of recent 
years has been that reading and writing are inextricab
ly 
linked in children's language development·. Whereas it
 was 
emphasized that one learns to read by reading and to w
rite 
by writing, it has been realized that one also learns 
to read 
by writing and to write by reading. There is a symbi
otic 
link between reading and writing which is called liter
acy 
(Dillon, 1984). 
Literacy is now the current topic of interest---wrltin
g 
as well as reading r~ther than reading by itself. The
 two 
processes develop in coordination with each other. As
 Teale 
and Sulzby (1986) state: 
We now have evidence to indicate that there exists a 
dynamic relation between writing and reading, 
because each influences the other in the course 
of development (Ferreira and Teberosky, 1982; 
Sulzby, 1983), and that reading comprehension is 
engaged in during writing (through reading one's 
own writing) (p. xix). 
Reading and writing are both acts of composing. Butle
r 
and Turbill (1984) claim that what every reader needs, like 
:every writer, is a first· d-ra:ft-.-an oppo·rtuni ty. to 
0 haye a go" 
at working on the· text wi.thout·· fear of. being wrong. 
Children's journal writing demonstrates the close
 
interplay of reading and writing. New
man (1984) sums up 
the process: 
In his first independent efforts we ca
n see him 
reading to find words he wants to use 
and copying 
them. Later, as he becomes more of a 
risk-taker, 
his editing and self correction reveal
 how he 
functions as a reader in the process o
f writing. 
The way in which his spelling becomes 
more and 
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more conventional over time is a furth
er reflection 
of the influence of reading on his wri
ting develop-
ment (p. 66). 
The language processes are essentially
 processes of 
meaning construction which support and
 extend each other. The 
first literary experiences should show 
students that writing 
represents language and meaning. In th
e early stages, the 
teacher's modeling of written language
 is a powerful influence 
on student's literacy development. 
Graves' (1981) research has shown that all chil
dren can 
write at five to six years old, can en
joy doing so, and can 
make at this time "some of the most ra
pid and delightful growth 
in writing of their entire lives" (p. 9). Grav
es is against 
the belief that children must learn to
 read before being 
allowed to write. Graves claims that 
90% of the children 
come to school believing they can writ
e, whereas only 15% 
believe they can read. 
Giacobbe (1981) found that during the first wee
k of 
school the first grade children·were w
riting even though they 
could not read. However, they were us
ually able to read what 
they wrote. 
Holdaway (1984) provides evidence from research which 
shows an extremely high correlation between knowledge 
of 
writing on entry to school and the ability to read at 
eight 
years old. 
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Gunderson and Shapiro (1988) observed two first grade 
classrooms involved in whole language instruction usin
g a 
literature based reading program where the students w
rote 
extensively. The students responded to what they read
 in a 
journal and the teacher responded in writing to what students 
wrote. In doing so the teacher provided many models o
f 
writing which the students would use in successive wr
iting 
episodes. The students progressed from writing string
s of 
letters to producing text with invented spellings and 
many 
conventional forms. It was found that the teacher's m
odeling 
of written language had a powerful influence on studen
ts' 
writing development. Another finding was that compare
d to 
the vocabulary they would have been exposed to in a ba
sal 
reading series, they produced 18 times the number of w
ords 
in their writings. 
The recent· interest in writing was accompanied by the 
use of more naturalistic observation of children which
 has 
resulted in demonstrations that nearly all young child
ren 
are emergent writers. They all know something about t
he 
nature and purpose of writing. Although their wr
iting is 
not conventional by our adult standards, the level
 of 
knowledge which children acquire before formal ins
truction 
must be recognized and acknowledged when entering 
school. 
This knowledge was achieved by observation, intera
ction, and 
experimentation, and should provide a good base fo
r learning 
to write conventionally. What is most important 
is the 
environment teachers provide to assure that contin
ued growth 
can be facilitated at a rate near to that which oc
curred 
before schooling. 
Importance of Stories in Literacy Learning 
In reviewing the literature, the importance of re
ading 
stories has been emphasized (Holdaway, 1979; Taylor, 1983; 
Wells, 1986). Huey (1908) discussed how young children 
develop the ability to read and stated that "the s
ecret of 
it all lies in the parents reading aloud to and w
ith the 
child" (Tovey and Kerber, 1986, p. vii). A host of studies 
have supported the importance of being read to for
 the 
child's literacy development (Crago and Crago, 1983; 
Durkin, 1966; Holdaway, 1979, 1984; Hoskisson, 197
9; Taylor, 
1983; Wells, ·1986). 
Taylor (1983) conducted a descriptive research study of 
six families, each of which had a child who was su
ccessfully 
learning to read and write. She concluded "the ch
ildren of 
this study learned of print through the socially s
ignificant 
literate activities in which they engaged, and it 
was within 
this context that their awareness of written lang
uage forms 
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developed" (p. 76). It was a whole )language pr
ocess in 
which listening, talking, reading, and
 writing grew as 
interrelated forms of a communicative 
system. Taylor noted 
that "in each of the families ... readin
g stories was an 
integral part of their lives; both par
ents and children 
spoke of the stories they shared as im
portant precursors of 
literacy" (p. 96). 
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Holdaway (1979) suggests a multifunctional l
iteracy 
program with sharing of stories as the
 cornerstone. According 
to Holdaway (1984), research findings show a
n extremely high 
correlation between the quantity_of m
aterial transacted in a 
beginning reading program and success 
or failure in later 
reading. 
Smith (1979) believes reading stories to ch
ildren has 
two general advantages: that print is
 meaningful, and that 
print is different from speech. 
Huck (1987) states "We have quantities of re
search, from 
this country and overseas, which shows
 the impact of reading 
aloud on the child's ability to read" 
(p. 1). As children 
listen to stories, they actually cons
truct schemas that help 
them become readers. She urges parent
s and teachers to read 
to children---not only to familiarize 
them to the patterns 
of literary language, but also to allow
 them to actively 
participate in discussions about what 
is being read to them 
and how the idea relates to their own 
lives. Reading to 
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children contributes to the developm
ent of story grammar and 
helps children think in the language
 of books. More import-
antly its purpose must be to develop
 enjoyment and the desire 
to read. 
Many argue that young children learn
 that written 
language is different from speech by
 hearing written language 
read aloud (Holdaway, 1979; Smith,1979, 1982
; Teale, 1984; 
Wells, 1986). Pappas and Brown (1987), take
 this idea one 
step further. They studied a young 
kindergarten child as she 
developed an understanding of the re
gisters of written 
language. By a~alyzing three ''prete
nd" readings of a 
picture storybook previously read to
 the child, they concluded 
that in the context of learning to 
read by reading, the child 
learned about the characteristics of
 the written story 
language. 
Researchers have investigated and do
cumented the 
importance of book sharing and mater
nal speech patterns used 
to facilitate language acquisition 
(Clark, 1976; Ninio and 
Bruner, 1978; Snow, 1983; Soderbergh
, 1977). Teale (1987) 
suggests that there is a-need to stu
dy the activity to under-
stand fully how such experiences inf
luence children's 
development of literacy. 
Studies have also been conducted on 
children's concept 
of story. Children learn that writt
en stories are represented 
in books following a particular story
 format. This is referred 
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to as story grammar. Teachers nee
d to pay close attention 
to children's questions and become 
aware of children's 
misunderstandings in their search 
for meaning in written 
language. Several studies suggest 
a reader's story concept 
comprises a set of exp~ctations wh
ich help the reader predict 
and process stories. A concept of 
story involves knowledge 
of the elements of the structure o
f story, a mental repre-
sentation of a story structure. C
hildren bring a concept 
of story to the classroom which te
achers can observe in 
story retelling and writing. It is
 important to find out 
what a child's concept of story is 
so that teachers can help 
children extend and refine their co
ncepts. 
When providing early reading exper
iences for children, 
it is important not to rely on art
ificially created print as 
a medium for instruction. Holdaway
 (1984) discusses the 
importance of "presenting language
 and experiences which 
stimulate tbe. natural eQergies of thinking.
 Never te~ch 
from material which you yourself f
ind boring, patronizing, or 
worthless" ( p. 16). Holdaway believes tha
t the quantity 
of print and language richness of 
the texts children 
encounter as they try- to read is re
lated to their- reading 
progress. 
Crago and Crago (1983) believe the intensit
y of their 
child's joint engagement with books and with 
adults in the 
preschool years had a tremendous e
ffect on her learning. 
It is evidenced by their child's flow of language and 
her 
ability to articulate the contents of her mind. 
Hoskisson (1979) believes that the memorization aspect 
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of children's knowledge of stories is a very important
 
component and ''should receive more attention than it h
as 
because all children seem to go through this phase of 
constructing their knowledge of .writ ten language .... " 
( p. 492). 
Wells (1986) conducted a longitudinal study (over 15 
years) of preschool children, observing occurrences of 
four activities: 1)looking at a picture book and talking, 
2) listening to a story, 3) drawing and coloring, and 
4) writing or pretending to write. The final step was to 
compare the frequency scores for each activity with t
he 
children's scores on two later literacy measures: the 
knowledge of literacy test at age five (CAP), and the test of 
reading comprehension administered after two years at 
school 
(age seven). 
The res8lts~of this comparison were absolutely 
clear cut. Of the three frequently occurring 
activities that had been considered as possibly 
helpful preparation for the acquisition of 
literacy, only one was significantly associated 
with both of them. That activity was listening 
to- stories (p. 151). 
Wells found that children's knowledge of literacy at a
ge five 
and their rate of progress depended on parents reading
 stories 
to them in the early years and on talk between parent 
and 
child about what is read. This evidence supports othe
r 
studies of parents reading to their children (Taylor, 19
83). 
Wells (1986) provides two reasons why listening to 
stories is so beneficial as preparation for lit
eracy: 
In listening to stories read aloud children ar
e 
already beginning to gain experience of the 
sustained meaning-building organization of 
written language and its characteristic rhythm
s 
and structures. Through stories, children ext
end 
the range of their experiences far beyond the 
limits of their immediate surroundings. In th
e 
process, they develop a much richer mental mod
el 
of the world and a vocabulary with which to ta
lk 
about it (pp. 151-52) ... Through this experience, 
the child is beginning to discover the symboli
c 
potential of language: its power to create 
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possible or imaginary worlds through words (p. 156). 
Wells' study confirms the connection between e
arly 
experiences of listening to stories and later 
achievement. 
"Only the frequency bf listening to stories sig
nificantly 
predicted the teachers• assessment of oral lang
uage ability" 
(p. 157). 
Wells' (1986) study found that the major determinant of 
educational achievement is the extent of a chi
ld's mastery 
of literacy. What is surprising is the follow
ing: 
What has become increasingly clear from our 
longitudinal study is just how early these 
crucial differences between children begin to 
be established. By the time they came to 
school, the rank order of the children in 
our study was already fairly firmly established
 
..• In accounting for the differences between 
children, the major influence was that of the 
home, particularly during the preschool years 
and the first year or two at school (pp.193-94). 
In light of much of the recent research on ear
ly 
literacy and home environments favor
able to the development 
of literacy, Wells' study clearly de
monstrates that it is 
growing up in a literate family envi
ronment, in which 
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reading and writing are naturally oc
curring, daily activities, 
that gives children a particular adv
antage when they start 
their formal education. And of all 
the activities that were 
characteristic of such homes, it was
 the sharing of stories 
that was found to be most important.
 
Wells (1986) suggests that stories have a ro
le in 
education that goes far beyond their
 contribution to 
acquisition of literacy. "Constructi
ng stories in the mind 
---or storying, as it has been calle
d---is one of the most 
fundamental means of making meaning; 
as such it is an 
activity that pervades all aspects o
f learning" (p. 194). 
Holdaway (1979) discusses the "emergent" read
ing be-
havior which occurs as children part
icipate in shared 
reading of big books (enlarged texts). At on
e point the 
child is not really reading and at a
 later point is. The 
change from one stage to the other i
s sometimes not apparent. 
Sulzby (1985) believes that children's early 
attempts at 
reading favorite storybooks are deve
lopmental and help 
children become literate. 
Experiences with literature enable p
rereaders to become 
familiar with many different literary
 forms. Goodman's (1977) 
research suggests that familiarity w
ith literary forms 
increases a reader's effectivenes
s in predicting what comes 
next in text. The key to making
 reading easier for the 
beginning reader lies in finding 
materials for initial 
reading instruction that are easy
 and meaningful, thus 
predictable. According to Bridge
 (1979), the problem for 
the teacher becomes that of helpi
ng children use their 
syntactic and semantic knowledge 
to reduce their dependency 
on the graphic symbol. One way o
f accomplishing this is to 
use literature with many predicta
ble features such as strong 
rhythm and rhyme, repeated patter
ns, refrains, logical 
sequences, supportive illustratio
ns, and traditional story 
structures to provide the emerge
nt readers support in 
gaining meaning from the text (Bridge, 1
979; Goodman, 1986; 
Heald-Taylor, 1987; Holdaway, 197
9). Another type of 
reading material which is approp
riate for beginning readers 
is stories written by the childre
n. 
Graves (1983) believes that many childre
n literally 
learned to read through poems the
y could recite. 
Stories are an important facto~~
in~tbe-emetgence:~f 
literacy. However, both Durkin (1966) a
nd Clark (1976) 
found early readers who had few o
r no itories read to them. 
Teale {1984) reports that he found a num
ber of children who 
had not been read 1 ·to durino their
 preschool years who were 
above average in reading at scho
ol. Thus, it seems that 
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"although stori!3S can have a powerful 
and valuable impact 
on emerging literacy, the combination 
of a whole range of 
written language experiences, of which
 stories should be a 
part 9 is more likely to optimiz
e the emergence of literacy" 
(Hall, 1987, p. 40). 
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As mentioned earlier there has been a s
hift in focus 
recently in research and in education. 
Rather than concen-
trate on the end products of reading a
nd writing, researchers 
and teachers have begun to observe and 
analyze the behaviors 
of children during the process of read
ing and writing, Much 
can be learned from the child while he 
is learning to read 
and writs by being good observers and 
inferring from behaviors 
the strategies children are using in th
e process of reading 
and writing. Bissex (1980) believes that in 
writing errors 
are a piece of information, rather tha
n something to be erased. 
They will tell as much about what the 
children know as about 
what they don't know. K. Goodman, a p
ioneer in the use of 
errors or "miscues" to diagnose a chil
d's strengths and weak-
nesses in reading, has called errors" 
a window on the mind" 
(1986). Teachers need to be familiar with proc
edures that 
they can use to "get a window on the c
hild's hypotheses and 
strengths as a guide to teaching
11 (Clay, 1982, p. 229). 
Learning to read and write is a develop
mental process 
for young children. Cohn (1981) believes that 
the develop-
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mental learning of reading and writing is a success
ful 
route to literacy. Children engage in reading like
 
behavior which later develops into early reading at
tempts. 
They learn that print is meaningful, that print is
 different 
from speech, and the conventions of print. They le
arn the 
language of literature and at the same time begin t
o write. 
Cohn believes that if this developmental learning i
s successful 
· in the home_,. it should b~- &uccessfl:Jl .. i_n schoo:l. · Teachers ne~
d .:_ -
to recognize children's competence and help them to
 develop 
thsir literacy skills by responding appropriately t
o their 
needs. Children need to be given the opportunity t
o use 
their language competence in a rich learning environment wit
h resourceful 
teachers. 
Holdaway (1984) believes that if we regard literacy as a develop-
mental task, there will be no "pre-reading" or "readiness" st
ags. The 
first experiences with print and written dialect will be rega
rded as the 
beginnings of literacy. "Every child should have a lengthy 
period of 
gradually refining approximation in reading and writing befor
e any of 
the techniques which are associated with formal instruction b
egin" (p. 7). 
Coon and Palmer (1986) provide case studies of four non-readers, 
bright children who were unable to conceptualize the process 
that would 
help them understand what reading is about. Each child had c
ompleted at -
least one year of instruction in a first grade classroom. No
ne of the 
children had been considered to be significant "risks" on rea
diness 
tests that were administered prior to the beginning of readin
g instruction. 
In fact, the readiness tests had shown each child to be ready
 to 
recieve instruction in reading. "A common thread seen in man
y begin-
ning readers is the lack of knowledge that the processes in w
hich 
they are engaged are supposed to result in words that they kn
ow in 
thought units that make sense" (p. 55). In each case the diagnosis 
indicated that "at least part of the problem could be ascribe
d to an 
instructional methodology which seeemed to be incomprehensibl
e to 
the pupil" (p. 56). 
K. Goodman (1986), claims that some traditional teaching 
practices may actually hinder language development by breakin
g 
whole (natural) language into bite-size but abstract little 
pieces. 
·Lchildren learn best from whole to part, and not vice versa 
(Mooney, 1987). Eetly childhood literacy learning proceeds 
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from whole to part rather than from' part to whole. Children 
need to 
develop a firm foundation in understanding the purposes and u
ses of 
reading and writing. Children must first experience meaningf
ul literacy 
activities and written language used in context in order to m
ake sense 
of print. 
Rasinski and Deford (1985) explored first grade children's conceptions 
of reading and writing, and how those conceptions may be asso
ciated 
with and influenced by the type of reading instruction they r
eceieve. 
Results suggest that the type of instruction and th
e context 
for instruction significantly and quite powerfully 
affect 
the way that first grade children perceive literacy
 and 
literacy activities. Among t
he various classroom types, 
the informal or literature bas
ed classroom (Shared Book 
Approach) had the highest or most me
aning based conceptions 
of reading and writing~"} . 
Ribowsky (1985) conducted a year lon
g study of the 
comparative effects of a whole lang
uage approach (meaning first) and 
a code emphasis ap~roach (phonics first) upo
n the emergent literacy 
of 53 kindergarten children. Resul
ts indicated that the whole language
 
approach had a significantly greate
r effect. This study corroborated 
Holdawqy's (1979) ethnographic research---w
hich indicated a high 
level of success with the Shared Bo
ok Experiences program---through 
quantitive analysis of shared book 
experiences in comparison with a 
code emphasis approach. . Another fin
ding was that the group who e-
tea~ived~ the whole language approac
h, which was never formally i: 
instructed in phonics, did ~ignifica
ntly better on formal measures 
of phonetic~ knooledge;· tf]an die the code em
phasis,: group. "A· persistent 
concern for educators is ~h~ther sc
hools can or should foster literacy
 
through the use of a natural da~elo
pmental approach or whether a 
formal program of reading instructio
n is required" (p. 4). A 
naturalistic learning model was show
n in this study to be structured 
and viable within a school instructi
onal environment that was informal
, 
relaxed, and supportive. 
A whole language view of early liter
acy as an integrated, 
meaningful process maintains 
that children learn to read 
and write in the same manner a
nd for similar reasons as 
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learn to speak and listen. They learn
 in a natural 
manner because they ~eed to engage in 
social communication 
(Goodman and Goodman, 1979). Reading is seen a
s a concept-
ually driven, top-down, or inside-out 
information processing. 
Readers gain perspective of the whole 
before analysis of the 
component parts (stories, sentences, words, let
ters}. 
Decoding skill is viewed as an outgrow
th of making connections 
between print and meaning, and children
 can discover these 
connections if they are surrounded by 
an environment of 
print and given relevant literacy expe
riences (Bissex, 1981; 
Clark, 1983; Goodman, 1970, 1975; Holda
way, 1979; Smith, 1979). 
Literacy development is thus '..;viewed a
s a whole language 
process occurring within a social lang
uage context (Taylor, 
1983). 
If the child speaks, reads, and writes 
language which 
retains the natural frequencies that o
ccur in language, :-then 
some things which occur more often tha
n others will come 
to the child's attention, and will con
tinue to be confirmed 
until they are well and truly learned. 
Thts i~ one reason 
why one can say that a child learns to
 talk by talking, to 
read by reading, and to write by writin
g. Clay (1982) states: 
It is because of the frequency princip
le in natural 
language sequences that it is possible 
for language 
programs to support and foster the chi
ld's own 
efforts to learn to read and write (p. 231) ••. 
There is evidence that in a whole langu
age program 
the responsiveness of the children inc
reases as 
their learning in one area is facilita
ted by what 
is happening in another area. There c
an be apayoff 
for any language area of what is learn
ed in another 
type of language performance (p. 232). 
Lomax and McGee (1987) assessed the development of
 
children's knowledge about written langua
ge and reading 
and concluded that, with age, children co
ntinue to increase 
in their awareness and understanding of e
ach of the 
following print components: concepts abo
ut print, graphic 
awareness, phonemic awareness, grapheme-p
honeme correspond-
ence knowledge, and word reading. 
Cairney (1988) found that children's perceptions o
f 
the purpose of basal reading activities i
ndicate a focus 
on materials and procedures rather than o
n meaning. Young 
children believe that basals are used to 
improve their 
word recognition and accuracy of reading.
 Cairney suggests 
that it is highly likely that this refle
cts the tendency 
for basal programs (and teachers) to emphasize dec
oding 
and word recognition in the lower grades.
 The finding 
that many children place great emphasis u
pon decoding, 
vocabulary, and accuracy supports the fin
dings of Johns 
and Ellis (1976). This research shows that the pe
rceptions 
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of reading associated with the basal read
ers are very negative. 
Cairney believes that at best these findi
ngs indicate that 
the use Of. basal materials can be improve
d. At worst, they 
suggest that the materials themselves an
d the related 
instructional procedures (workbooks) "need to be r
evised or 
discarded, due to the dysfunctional views
 of literacy they 
communicate" (p. 427). 
In summary, research has shown that children's 
and 
adult's perceptions of and awareness of languag
e and 
literacy differ. Too often, teachers assume th
at children 
understand the functions and features of litera
cy and the 
terminology used in literacy instruction. Teac
hers need 
to be aware of children's concepts of literacy 
and have 
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many techniques available to continually assess
 and monitor 
the .conceptu·alizati9ns. _pos.s.essed. .Tea.chars ·-nee
d ,to_ ,b.et, good 
observers and,be what Y. Goodman terms "kidwatc
hers" (1985). 
Cunningham (1982) simply calls it "diagnosis by observatio
n." 
It is important to value the knowledge that chi
ldren have 
acquired before coming to school and the compe
tencies they 
have in discovering for themselves what is impo
rtant in 
making sense 6f literacy. The importance of pr
oviding an f 
environment conducive to further literacy learnin
g can not l 
be stressed ·enough. Teachers need to continuou
sly ask 
themselves whether the activities provided are 
teaching 
the children what was intended for them to lear
n. 
The Emergent Literacy Perspective 
The concept of emergent literacy has come to symbolize 
a new way of thinking about literacy development in early 
childhood. As stated by Teale and Sulzby (1986): 
Current research overwhelmingly indicates the 
need to reconceptualize reading readiness, and 
indeed a new developmental perspective is in 
evidence. Developmental perspectives recognize 
children's thinking as being qualitatively 
different from, yet growing toward, adult 
modes and therefore attempts to provide 
instruction in accordance with a child's 
developing knowledges (p. xiv). 
Sulzby ( 1986) believes that traditional prog:,:-ams.-n.eed:· 
·to be reanalyzed in light of what is known about children's 
emergent literacy development. Teele and Sulzby. ( 1986) · 
point out how earlier instructional practices were related 
to the earlier theory of reading readiness. Learning to 
read was explained in terms of maturational construct and 
then according to skill-based instructional principles. 
Hillerich (1988) claims that emergent literacy includes 
writing as well as oral language and book handling. He 
defines emergent literacy as 
... a continually developing ability to function 
in all aspects of language, from oral to printed 
form ..• Hence, it~ inception occurs lo~g before 
schooling begins, and its. fruition continues long 
after kindergarten ends (p. 24). 
Emergent literacy deals with the whole of language as a 
communicative process. 
Recently there have been attacks on the theory of 
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reading readiness. The older tes
ts of reading readiness 
reflected the older theory and at
tempted to measure it 
indirectly through such subtests 
as letter-name knowledge 
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and auditory discrimination. Ho
wever, tests like the LARR aAd 
CAP are a more direct measure of 
readiness in that they 
test the child's comprehension of
 concepts and language 
that will be used in future learn
ing. 
Sulzby (1986) reviews research which sho
ws that 
children's emergent literacy dev
elops into conventional 
literacy. The new perspective s
tresses that legitimate, 
conceptual, developmental literac
y learning is occurring 
during the first years of a child
's life. Sulzby and Teale 
(1986) state that "children's early ·read
ing and writing 
behaviors are not pre-anything, b
ut are integral parts 
of a language process which is i
n a state of becoming" (p. xx). 
Research of the past decade has 
provided unprecedented 
insights into developmentally ap
propriate ways of fostering 
literacy growth in preschool and 
kindergarten children. 
As children approach learning to 
read, they face the task of 
developing certain fundamental co
ncepts, all of which have 
implications for the teacher. T
eachers must focus on the 
conceptual tasks faced by the lea
rner. 
Concepts of literacy develop grad
ually. Parents and 
a child's first teacher can do a 
great deal to move the child 
toward literacy before formal ins
truction begins (Mass, 1982). 
Smith (1984) stresses the importance o
f children's 
"engagement with relevant demo
nstrations": 
Children are capable of underst
anding any use of 
written language that is demon
strated to them, 
provided that they themselves u
nderstand and 
share the intention (behind the readin
g or 
the writing) of the particular manife
station 
of written language. What is c
ritical is that 
which is demonstrated to the ch
ild, in terms of 
not only potential uses of wri
tten language, 
which give the child insights i
nto function, 
but also the relationship of la
nguage and its 
uses, which provides the child 
with important 
insights about form (p. 146). 
The challenge is to find develo
pmentally appropriate 
ways to continue children's lite
racy growth when they enter 
school at the age of five. Ki
ndergarten forms the bridge 
between the child-centered expe
riences of home and preschool 
and the more academic demands o
f elementary school. 
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The aim of teachers who are res
ponsible for developing 
literacy in five year olds shou
ld be on providing the best 
environment for facilitating li
teracy development. Durkin 
(1987) investigated current practices 
regarding testing in 
kindergarten. She concluded th
at "practically no evidence 
was found that any test was giv
en for the purpose of learning 
whether programs were suitable"
 (p. 769). What she found 
was that children had to adapt 
to programs. Kindergarten 
programs should adapt instructio
n to individual needs and 
teachers need to continually as
sess and monitor children to 
determine those needs. 
Clay's (1979,1982) research shows that young children 
who fail to learn are those who develop poor reading 
strategies at the very beginning. The longer they us
e those 
strategies, the harder remediation becomes. Recent w
ork 
by Clay has shown that this situation can be changed 
for 
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some children in school if intervention is provided in
 the 
early years of literacy development. The key is to in
tervene 
at the time that reading instruction begins. As cited
 by 
Pinnel (1985), Wells concluded from a longitudinal study that 
the single most important factor in accounting for th
e 
differences between children in their subsequent achie
vement 
was how much they understood about literacy on entry 
to school" 
(p. 70). 
In effect, poor readers practice failure, which affec
ts 
all future learning that relies on reading. This cyc
le of 
failure usually results in loss of confidence and poo
r self 
esteem (Pinnel, 1985). 
"Reading Recovery" is a program of early intervention 
developed by New Zealand psychologist and educator Ma
rie 
Clay (1985). The program targets children with the least 
reading skill in first grade and helps those children 
make 
accelerated progress to "catch up" with peers so that 
they 
will not need continuing intervention. Results to da
te, 
show that almost all children who enter the program "
at risk" 
(or on the verge of failure) reach average levels for their 
group within 15 to 20 weeks and are able to maintain their 
gains after the individualized help is withdrawn. Follow-
up studies in New Zealand indicate that children continue to 
make average progress for the next three years during which 
they studied (Clay, 1985). 
"Reading Recovery" has been shown to be successful in 
the United States through a pilot study conducted in Ohio. 
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The Columbus Public Schools, The Ohio Department of Education, 
and the Ohio State University collaborated with co-investigators
 
Charlotte S. Huck, Guy Su Pinnel, and Diane DeFord. 
The approach is reflected in the following principles 
according to Clay (1987): 
1) Teachers must learn to help the learner develop 
strategies for reading as children actually use 
them in reading and writing activities. 2) Teachers 
must learn to support the readers learning process 
by actively interacting moment-by-moment with the 
child as he/she actually reads (p. 71). 
The goal of 11 Reading Recovery" is to help children 
develop independent self-generating systems for promoting 
their own literacy. 
By observing the child's reading and writing behavior, 
the teacher can infer the strategies being used. For example, 
a child's substitutions of "down" for "brown" indicates that 
he used visual features as a source of information. When a 
child hesitates on a word and returns to the beginning of the 
line of print, he is aware that a word derives meaning in the 
context in which it occurs (Clay, 1985). 
According to Clay, children at risk of failure must 
develop the same broad range of reading strategies use
d by 
successful readers to build their knowledges of readin
g and 
writing processes. Knowledge is acquired through imm
ersion 
in literacy acts themselves. Only while actually read
ing 
and writing can children develop strategies to unlock 
meaning. 
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Teachers need to support and extend children's emergin
g 
strategies for getting meaning from print. Pinnell (1987) 
believes, as does Clay, that rather than correcting er
rors, 
the teacher must try "to notice what is going on and t
o 
support children's own searching in ways that will ext
end it" 
(p. 56). For children who have difficulty, the teacher must 
attempt "to provide the same kind of scaffold that car
egivers 
in the home gave to early language development" (p. 56). 
Teachers need to become familiar with ways of assessin
g a 
child's knowledge and use of strategies. According to
 Pinnell 
(1987), "the running record provides the critical information 
necessary for gaining insight into each child's proces
ses" 
(p. 53). 
Mooney (1987) stressed the importance of good first 
teaching. She believes that the best cure for reading
 
failure is good first teaching. It's important to get
 
it right the first time so the children do not .have to
· uhlearn 
things. 
Mavrogenes (1986) believes that every reading t
eacher 
should be aware of what emergent litera
cy research has 
found. She stresses the importance of
 providing many varied 
and purposeful writing opportunities f
or children in 
kindergarten. This is important in lig
ht of Sulzby's 
research which indicates that many five
 year olds use 
different writing strategies to accomp
lish different tasks 
(Sulzby and Teale, 1985). 
Clay (1986) believes that teachers need to deve
lop 
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in children the ability to construct r
esponses to experiences, 
whether it takes the form of reading, 
talking, writing, art, 
or craft. 
Martinez and Teale (1988) claim that a key goal
 in a 
kindergarten emergent literacy program
 !'is to foster voluntary 
reading among the children so that they
 will develop positive 
attitudes and the inclination to engag
e in leisure reading" 
(p. 568). Recommended is ready access to books
 by providing a 
classroom center to promote voluntary 
reading. It is suggested 
that teachers include books authored a
nd "published'' by the 
children. Sulzby (1985a, 1986) has found that 
-five year olds 
use language and intonation differently
 when asked to read 
their own writing than when asked to t
ell about it. Reading 
their writing actually promotes writte
n language acquisition 
and helps them in developing sensitivit
y to the distinction 
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between oral and written language. 
Also recommended for an emergent literacy kindergarten
 
program is a read-aloud program to familiarize childre
n with 
books. It is suggested that teachers do repeated read
ings of 
children's favorite books aloud and to make sure that 
these 
books are accessible to the children to read at their 
own 
leisure (Martinez and Teale, 1988). Being comfortable with 
written language in an oral context is an important f
irst 
step in learning to read (Holdaway, 1979). 
Combs (1987) suggests that teachers model the reading 
process for beginning readers with enlarged texts. Sh
e 
believes that familiarity with the structure of writte
n_ 
language must be transferred to print itself. "The ac
t 
of reading is a visual task and should be presented so
 that 
children can both see and hear written language used i
n a 
meaningful context" (p. 426). Examples of ways to use 
enlarged texts are as follows: 1) Begin by calling up prior 
knowledge of the topic or experience in the story. 2) During 
reading, ask children to predict what will happen and 
then 
discuss their ideas after the reading. 3) The teacher 
should model, through thinking outloud, how she knew c
ertain 
aspects about the story. 4) Hesitate at predictable parts 
to allow the children to make decisions about what wou
ld 
make sense in the text and why. 5) Through tracking the 
print, the teacher models a variety of print concepts 
such as: 
print carries the message, the direction in which prin
t is 
read, and speech to print matching. 
Yaden (1988) investigated the kinds of spontaneous 
questions that a kindergarten age child asked while be
ing 
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read to, and examined the effect of repeated readings 
on the 
emergence of higher level questions. He found that ch
ildren's 
understandings of stories increases over several rerea
dings 
and that attempts to measure their comprehension after
 a 
single reading may not be accurate. 
Children need to have power of choice in early literac
y 
activities according to Rasinski (1988). He stresses the 
importance of providing literacy teaching and learning
 
activities that are sensitive to the personal life of
 each 
child and allowing the child to have a say in what the
y are 
reading and _writing. Rasinski cites Dewey who stated 
that 
"Real life purpose optimizes learning" (p. 397). 
As Wells (1986) proposed, practice with pretend play 
episodes as a kind of shared storytelling may have 
significant consequences for reading and writing achie
vement, 
primarily because such activity may facilitate imagin
ative 
uses of language and story schema development. Roskos
 (1988) 
suggests that teachers c~n capitalize on young childre
n's 
pretend play episodes as a medium for promoting litera
cy 
development. Children should be able to use various k
inds 
of play centers such as: post office, the bank, the t
ravel 
agency, the office, the restaurant, and the store.
 
Children should have access to paper and pencils a
nd be 
encouraged to engage in writing and reading events
 as they 
pretend play. Teachers need to not only observe t
he 
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visible products of the play sessions, but should 
also 
observe the process of literacy at work in the pla
y sessions. 
Teale (1987) discusses the importance of valuing the 
children's literacy processes and products. Initi
ally, 
children's attempts to read and write need to be a
ccepted, 
their efforts praised and encouraged. Ultimately 
the 
intrinsic satisfaction the child experiences wi11 
be 
enough reward to supply the needed motivation for 
the child 
to continue freely engaging in the reading and wr
iting 
process. The pride that the children exhibit when
 they 
can "read" their piece of writing is exhilarating 
and 
even more so when someone else can do so. 
The problem of teaching spelling is one of helping
 
children to know what is standard. Wide reading p
rovides 
models of standard spelling. Children learn spell
ing 
when they write for a purpose and audiences that d
emand it. 
In short children learn to spell when they have a 
reason 
for dotng so. 
In summary, the emergent literacy perspective pro
vides 
many insights into how children learn to read and 
write. 
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K. Goodman (1986) believes that learners should be respected 
for who they are, the language development they ha
ve attained 
before they start school, and the experiences they
 have outside 
of school. 
That way there are no disadvantaged children as 
far as the school is concerned. There are only 
children who have unique backgrounds of language 
and experience, who have learned to learn from 
their own experiences, and who will continue to 
do so if schools recognize who and where they 
are (p. 10). 
Summary 
A review of the research on children's emergent li
teracy 
development, has provided much insight into how ch
ildren 
learn. By looking at early readers and writers, i
t is clear 
that literacy learning begins long before children
 enter 
school. It is clear that the young child's readin
g and 
writing abilities mutually reinforce each other, d
eveloping 
concurrently and interrelatedly rather than seque
ntially. 
Thus literacy development is referred to rather th
an reading 
readiness. Young children's reading and writing c
oncepts 
and behaviors are like those of adults in some way
s and 
unlike those of adults in other ways. However, ev
en what is 
"wrong" by adult conventions is both conceptual an
d 
developmental. Children learn by constructing the
ir own 
knowledge. Literacy is most often embedded in me
aningful 
daily activities. Social interaction, along with 
opportunities 
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for independent explorations of written language are crucia
l 
for early literacy development. Instruction facilitates 
children's development of literacy only if children are 
provided with an environment which stimulates, motivates, 
and encourages their efforts and allows them to interact 
with others as they use language in functional and meaning
ful 
ways. 
A review of the literature has clearly indicated the 
importance of learning from the children how literacy 
learning occurs. The purpose of this study was to investig
ate 
kindergarten thildren's concepts of reading and how these 
concepts relate to success in learning to read. 
Chapter III 
Design of the study 
Purpose 
The study was designed to investigate child
ren's 
concepts related to reading at the end of k
indergarten. 
The secondary purpose of this study was to 
study the 
relationship between the children's concepts
 about print 
and reading ability as indicated by performa
nce on a 
standardized reading achievement test. 
Questions 
In view of the past research on children's d
eveloping 
concepts of written language in emergent re
ading, the 
present study was designed to explore the fo
llowing 
questions: 
1. What concepts related to reading do chil
dren 
possess at the end of kindergarten? 
2. Is the~e a significant relationship betw
een the 
concepts related to reading and reading 
comprehension as measured by preformance on 
a 
standardized achievement test? 
Methodology 
Subjects 
The subjects of this study were 20 kindergarten 
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children attending a middle-class suburban elem
entary 
school. The subjects were randomly selected from six 
self-contained heterogenous classes totaling 1
22 students. 
Random selection was achieved by alphabetizing 
the students 
in all six classes and choosing every seventh s
tudent for 
the study. 
Instruments 
The instruments used in this study were: 
1. Inte~view questions designed by the researc
her which 
are listed in the procedure. 
2. Clay's (1979) Concepts About Print (CAP) test entitled
 
"Stones''. which is described in detail in the p
rocedure. 
3. Tape recordings and observations during int
erviewing 
and testing. 
4. California Achievement Test (CAT) reading comprehensi
on 
subtest which was administered in May, 1987 (Form E, 
Level 10). 
Procedure 
Each of the 20 students was interviewed and tes
ted 
individually for approximately 30 minutes. Af
ter a brief 
informal convers?tion to put the child at ease,
 a semi-
structured interview was given to the child to 
determine 
the child's understanding of the purpose and p
rocess of 
reading. The following questions were used: 
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1. What is reading? 
2. Can you read? When do you think yo
u will learn? 
3. Why do you read or want to learn to
 read? 
4. How is reading done? 
5. What must you do to learn to read? 
6. Do you know what a word is? 
The interviewer tried to gain further i
nformation by 
statements such as, "Tell me more," or 
"What else can 
you think of?" The interview session w
as tape recorded 
and observations of the child's reactio
ns were recorded. 
Following the interview, the child was 
administered 
the Concepts About Print test, "Stones.
" The test 
consists of a twenty page booklet which
 looks like a 
simple storybook. It has text on one p
age and an 
illustration on the opposite page. To 
use the test, the 
researcher tells the child that he/she 
is going to read 
the story but wants the help of the chi
ld. The child 
is asked a series of questions about th
e book as it is 
being read. There are twenty questions
 which examine the 
following areas: 
1. Concepts about book orientation: Ite
ms 
~ related to these concepts provide 
insights 
into whether children know how to open 
books, 
and know when a book, pictures or print
 are 
correctly oriented. 
2. Concepts about whether print or pic
tures 
carry the text message: These are obse
rved by 
asking the child to point to where the 
researcher 
is reading as the researcher reads alou
d. 
3. Concepts about directionality of lin
es of 
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print, page sequences, and directionality of 
words: These are evaluated by asking the child 
to follow with a finger and point as the research-
er reads and also by asking him to say what is 
wrong with a page that has lines of print, letters 
or words out of order. 
4. Concepts about the relationship between 
written and oral language: The child is asked to 
follow with a finger as the researcher reads. 
This provides insight into their awareness of 
what is being read and how it relates to the words 
being spoken. 
5. Concepts of words, letters, capitals, space, 
and punctuation: These are obtained by asking 
the child what the conventions are, or asking 
the child to point to such items. 
Goodman (1981), p. 446. 
Analysis of Data 
The answers to question one were described using the 
responses that were elicited for each question asked the 
individual subjects. The responses were categorized 
based on the responses that were elicited. 
The results of the CAP test were analyzed and tabulated 
on a grid designed by the researcher based on the concepts 
which were targeted on the test. Conclusions were drawn 
based on the numbers of responses that indicated concepts 
acquired. 
The raw scores from the Concepts About Print test were 
recorded and tabulated. The raw scores from the Reading 
Comprehension subtest of the California Achievement Test 
were obtained. To measure the relationship between the 
scores on each test, a correlation analysis was calculated. 
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Summary 
Twenty kindergarten children were individually 
interviewed and administered Clay's (1979) Concepts About 
Print test entitled "Stones.'' Reading comprehension 
scores were also obtained from the Reading Comprehension 
subtest of the Ca~ifornia Achievement Test given in May, 
1987. The interview was tape recorded and observations 
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were recorded. The responses to the questions were recorded 
and described. The results of the CAP test and the CAT test 
were correlated ta determine if a statistically significant 
relationship existed between children's Concepts About 
Print scores and reading comprehension scores. 
Chapter IV 
Analysis of Data 
Purpose 
The primary purpose of this study was to 
investigate 
the literacy concepts related to reading 
that children 
have acquired by the end of kindergarten.
 A secondary 
purpose was to study the relationship bet
ween these 
concepts and reading comprehension abilit
y as indicated 
by performance on a standardized reading 
achievement test. 
Analysis of the Interview Questions 
This study was an attempt by the research
er to 
learn .from the children what concepts rel
ated to reading 
they possessed at the end of kindergarten
. Each child's 
responses were l.imited by the questions a
sked by the 
researcher, the child's level of cognitiv
e development, 
the child's verbal ability, and the child
's motivation 
to answer the questions to the best of hi
s/her ability. 
As each question was asked the researcher
 used 
elaboration questions to help elicit resp
onses and to 
assist the child in understanding the qu
estion. 
Responses to question one, "What is readi
ng?" , 
are shown in Table 1A. 
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Table 1A 
Responses to Question One: What is reading? 
or 
Do you know what reading is? 
1. Something that you have to learn to d
o 
2 . No . I t ·~ s kind a f u n , s om e t i mes . 
3. To read books 
4. You open up a book and start reading 
the words. 
5. Itts like reading a book or something
. It's words. 
6. You read a story or something. 
7. It's like when you read a book. You 
look at the 
words and read it to somebody else. Like
 read it 
to your dog. 
8. Yes, pictures. 
9. No. 
10. Yes. Like you read a book and there
 is words in it. 
11. When you read some words. 
12. Reading books. 
13. It's something you do when you're bo
red. If you're 
bored and have nothing to do and you feel
 like reading 
a book or something like that. 
14. You have to look at the pictures an
d sound them out .•. 
sound ~ut the words. If you don't know w
hat they mean. 
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15. It's when you put words together and 
then you say something. 
16. Yes, you look at words and you read. 
17. Yes, you read a book. There's words
 and they help you 
to read. 
18. I don't know how to read yet. My cousin know
s. 
She's about five. 
19. Look at the words, read them. 
20. It's nice and you can hear a story. 
The twenty responses to Question One were categorized 
among nine categories and are shown in Table 18. 
Some 
responses fit more than one category and were cou
nted in 
more than one category. For example, ''It's like 
when you 
read a book, you look at the words and read it to 
somebody 
else" fits categories II and IV. 
Table 18 
~umber of ~es~onses ·to Question One within Each Category 
Cate ories 
I No response, I don't know 
II decoding words 
III stories 
IV books 
V It's fun, nice 
VI pictures 
VII saying something 
VIII meaning of words 
IX something you must learn 
Number of Res onses 
2 
10 
3 
9 
2 
1 
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Table 18 indicates that 10 of 
the children associate 
reading with decoding words. 
Three children associate 
reading with stories and only 
one child mentions meaning 
as having to do with reading. 
Two responses were in categor
y I. A response of 
"I don't know" or no response 
may be interpreted that the 
child did not wish to answer 
the question or he was not 
capable of verbalizing the co
ncept when asked. 
Children who associated readin
g with books and 
stories are aware that books a
re read and stories are in 
books but may not be able to v
erbalize what the process of 
reading is. 
Two children described reading
 as fun which suggests 
that these children have enjoyed any e
xperiences they've 
had with reading. 
One child described reading as
 something you must 
learn which indicates the chil
d knows that he is expected 
to learn to read. 
~ One child described readin
g as pictures which may 
indicate that there is confusi
on about what is the reader's
 
focus in reading. 
One child described reading as
 putting words together 
and saying something which ind
icates an understanding of 
the communicative aspect of r
eading. 
Question Two consisted of two parts 
and the responses 
are shown in Table 2A. 
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Table 2A 
Responses to Question Two: Can you read? When do you
 
think joD will learn to read better? 
1. No. Maybe when I'm 12. 
2. Yes. When I'm 12. My brother is eight 
and he doesn't 
know how to read. He has a problem talking 
that he 
was born with. ( Does he go to school?) Yes. ( What 
grade is he in?) He's not really graded. I think 
he is handicapped. (Do you read to him sometimes?) 
Sometimes he is over on the couch just sitting there 
and he'll listen to me. Then he starts jumping 
around and stuff. 
3. No. When I'm a little older like seven 
or six or 
something. 
4. No. I don't know. 
5. No. Probably when I'm seven years old. 
6 o Yes. First grade. 
7. Yes, only two of my Christmas books. W
e put them 
away. I have to wait until next year. Whe
n I'm 
seven. I'm going to the cafeteria next yea
r. I 
have to bring five dollars. I got change al
ready too. 
8. Yes. When I'm eight years old. 
9. Yes. In first grade. 
1 O. No answer. 
11. Yes. When I grow up. When I get 10. 
12. Yes. I don't Know. 
13. Yes. When I'm seven or eight. 
14. Yes. At school. I know how to read lo
ts of books. 
Three big books. One's Hoppity's First Thu
nderstorm 
Tippy Changes his Mind, and Tippy Joins In. 
15. A little bit. When I'm· maybe 1 O. 
16. Yes. When I'm nine years old, or eight
. 
17. Yes. Probably when I'm six or eight or
 seven. 
18. Yes. When I'm eight. 
19. Yes. Next year. 
20. Yes. I don't know·. 
The first part of the question asked if the 
child 
knew how to read. Fifteen of the twenty ch
ildren or 75% 
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responded that they could read. It shou
ld be pointed 
out that the researcher did not have the 
child read, 
therefore, whether or not the responses 
were accurate 
cannot be determined. However, the resea
rcher believes 
that since 75% of the children believe th
ey can read, 
this indicates that these children see th
emselves as 
readers whether or not they can read. T
his is a good 
indication that these children see readin
g as an activity 
that they can engage in and they don't se
e reading as an 
impossibility for them. 
Responses to the second part of the ques
tion were 
examined and organized among six categor
ies and are shown 
in Table 28. 
Table 28 
Number of-Responses to ·Question Two . 
. . Witbi.n. Ea.c:h. Ca_tegory . 
Res onse Cate ories Number
 of Responses 
I don't know 3 
When I'm 7 orB, 1st grade 
8,3 
In school 2 
When I'm 10 2 
When I'm 12 2 
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The responses to the question of when they think 
they will learn to read or be able to read better 
ranged 
from "I don't know" to "When I'm twelve." 
More than 50% of the children expected to be able 
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to read better_in first grade (age seven or eight). Since 
75% of the children in this study believed that the
y could 
read at the end of kindergarten and over 50% felt t
hey 
would be able to read better in first grade, it se
ems 
evident that the children don't perceive reading t
o be a 
difficult task. The majority of the children are confident 
that they will be able to read well soon. 
The responses to Question Three are shown in Table 3A. 
·Table 3A 
Responses to Question Three: "Why do you want to learn to 
. 
. 
-·. 
.., . .. 
read ·-o\r Wh-y .. do- people (you) -read?" 
1. Because it's fun and I can read to myself in b
ed. 
2. Because sometimes my Mom helps me write words 
and then 
I read them. 
3. Because. I get mixed up. Mom read to the chi
ldren. 
4. So you can read things when you get older. 
5. You could be a illustrator and stuff. 
6. Well, because someday you might grow up to be 
an artist 
and you might be an i~lustrator and you might want
 to 
write books or illustrate them. 
7. So your mother doesn't have to tell stories to
 you. 
8. Cuz it's fun. 
9. To read stories. 
10. Because you want to learn. 
11. So I can read when I grow up. 
12. So I can read books to people. 
13. no response. 
14. I don't know. (Why do other people read
?) Sometimes 
you read to find things out if you d
on't know it. 
Sometimes books have them. 
15. If you have books, if there's a 
bookstore or some-
thing, and you have kids and they wa
nt to listen to 
a story, you don't have to read them
 the story. 
16. It's important. 
17. So I can read to other kids tha
t don't know how to. 
I can read to my Mom. 
18. When you are in first or second
 grade, then you'll 
know how to read when you go to read
ing. 
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19. Because when I grow up I'll nee
d to read because I'll 
be in third grade. My brother's in 
third grade. 
20. Because I want to learn to read
. (Why) Cuz 
my sister likes it. 
Responses to Question Three were organized am
ong 
six categories and are shown on Tabl
e 38. Some responses 
can be included in more than one cat
egory. For example, 
response #11 fits in category C and 
F. 
Table 38 
Numb.er of. -Respcirises to Question· Three 
Within Each Category 
Response Category 
Number of Responses 
A. No answer, I don't know. 
8. Fun, pleasure, want 
6. useful, to learn, find things ou
t 
D. it's important, need 
E. to be an illustrator 
F. to read to others 
1 
6 
5 
4 
2 
8 
One child was unable to answer the q
uestion. Perhaps 
she was not completely comfortable w
ith the question and 
chose not to say anything. 
Six children perceive reading to be an enjoyable 
activity and that is why they want to read. Perhaps 
these children have enjoyed being read to and enjoy any 
experiences they have had with reading. 
Four children believe that it is important to 
learn how to read and five children believe that one 
should learn to read to be able to use reading to find
 
things out or learn. These responses indicate that th
ese 
children recognize the functional importance of readin
g. 
This is an important concept- for cbildEen to acquiEe. i
n 
their development of literacy. 
Two children mentioned the necessity of reading 
for an illustrator. Perhaps they had been discussing 
this in their classrooms recently and they were able t
o 
relate the need to read in order to be able to illustr
ate 
books. 
Eight children want to learn to read so th~y can 
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read to others. These children recognize the importan
ce of 
reading aloud, which suggests they· have been enjoying_ 
stories read aloud and would like to do the same for o
thers. 
Categories B,C,D,E, and Fall show that the children 
recognize the communicative purpose of reading. Ninet
een 
of the twenty children (95%) were able to verbalize this 
through their various responses. 
Responses to Question Four are shown in Table 4A. 
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Table 4A 
Responses to Question Four: How is reading done? or What 
must 
you do to read? 
1. We read the words and look at the pictures
. 
2. No answer. 
3. Look at the words and read them. (How?) By looking a
t the 
words. 
4. Use the letters, and you put them together 
and they make 
a sound and it's a word. 
5. You have to learn how to spell if you want 
to learn how 
to read. 
6. You have to say the words that are in the b
ook. Sometimes 
you can do it with your eyes and you just say it in your 
mind. 
7. Read the wor·ds. 
8. By trying your best. (What do you need to do?) Look 
at 
the words. 
9. You just spell out the words and sound out the words and
 
then you have it. 
10. You figure out the words. 
11. You have to know your sounds. 
12. Look at the book. (At what?) The words. 
13. Just read. (How?) Look at the words and then you re
ad 
them. 
14. Umm ... you have to look at the words and p
ictures and 
figure out what it might mean and read it. 
15. You look at the words and if you know what
 the word is 
then you can read it. 
16. You look at the words. My mother said do
n't look at 
the pictures because the pictures aren't anyth
ing with 
the words. 
17. That's a hard question. You take out a bo
ok like if you 
have a bookshelf that you put books on and you 
like sit 
on a chair or a couch or the rug or something 
like that 
or in a tent and you read the name to somebody 
else and 
you read the book. (Do you have to sit to read?) Yes. 
(But could you stand up and read?) Yes, but I'd be tired.
 
18. I don't know. (What do you look at?) The pictures i
f 
the book has any. (What else?) The words. Then you 
read the words. 
19. You look at , I know how you could read. 
You could have 
sounds, and you look at the words or numbers, 
I mean 
letters that are in storybooks and listen to th
e sounds 
what they make and then you could read it. 
20. I don't know. 
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Responses to Question Four ·were examined arid organized 
among seven categories and are shown in Table 48. Several 
responses fit more than one category. For example, 
response #1 fits category Band C. 
Table 48 
Number_ of ·Respons.es to· Questio'n; 'Four 
W1thin. E:ach Catego.ry 
Res onse cate or Number of res onses 
A No answer 
8 Read the words 
C Look at the pictures 
D Letters 
E Figure out words, sound out words 
F Spell out words, read them 
G Thinking 
2 
16 
4 
2 
4 
2 
1 
Sixteen of the responses had to do with reading the words 
and four responses also referred to sounding out the words.
 
Response# 6 is very interesting because this child was able
 
to give a very accurate description of the reading process.
 
He was able to not only express the visual aspect, but also
 
the thinking aspect. 
Two responses indicated that these children knew that it 
is alright to use pictures to help one read or help one 
understand what is read. One child seemed confused about 
this aspect when she stated that her mother told her not to
 
look at the pictures because the pictures don't have anythi
ng 
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to do with the words. This indicates that one child in this 
study was still confused. 
Two responses had to do with spelling. Perhaps 
these children realized that if they could spell a word and 
write the word, they were also able to read the word. 
One child's response suggests that he is using prediction 
as a strategy in learning to read which indicates that he is 
aware that he is taking an active part and has responsibility 
(1/ 14) • 
The majority of the children's responses indicated that 
they are aware of how reading is done although they may not 
have acquired the strategies which can be used to help them 
in the process of reading. One child was still not sure of 
the role of pictures in reading. 
Responses to Question Five are shown in Table SA. 
Table SA 
Responses to Question Five: How do .you learn to read? or 
What h_el_p_~ .Yo_u le rn to read? 
1. You have to learn, and if you just know how to read you 
don't have to learn. (If you know how t9 read, you 
had to learn how first, right?) Yes. (What helps you 
learn to read?} Because my Mom helps me write down the 
words and I'm making my own book and reading out of my 
own books. 
2. I don't know. (How did you learn to read?) My Mom. read 
to me. 
3. You look at the words and you read, then if you think 
you know how to read them then you can learn all by 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 
1 0 • 
11. 
1 2 • 
13. 
\ 
14. 
15. 
1 6 • 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
yourself. I think I know how to read one page of my 
Cinderella book. 
By my Mom and Dad and the first book I read was my car
 
one. 
Practice. 
From school. And your parents teach you. 
Sound the words. 
I don't know. 
Someone will read you a story and if you like it you 
can try to do it by yourself. 
From somebody reading to you. 
Remember. 
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So you know how to read. (How do you learn to read?) No. 
You have to listen. I listened to my sister read and 
then 
I just started. 
When I read to my animals and stuffed animals or my to
ys, 
and I read a story, I have to remember the words that 
I'm 
going to read. 
With an easy book and somebodi_ hel~~~y9a, 
No answer. 
You have to go to school to first grade and second gra
de 
and you learn to read. 
No answer. 
I've been practicing words that my mother has. She has
 
these little cards and she writes t-a-p and I know wha
t 
that spells. It spells tap. 
I don't know ... 
Responses to Question Five were examined and organized 
among seven categories and are shown in Table 58. 
Table 58 
'. 
".Number of Responses to Qu_estJo_n .Five 
. Wi th'in-.E ac h:Ga t eg.nr Y·· '· ~-
Res on~es in Each Cate or How many? 
A I don't k~ow #8,#12,#16,#18,#20 
vague or inaccurate 
5 
8 listening to others 
read to me #2, #9, #10,#13 
4 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
look at words, sound out words 
practice with easy book 
school 
remember 
being helped to write or spell 
words to read 
receiving help (parents or others) 
# 3,117 2 
15 , fl 9 , f 11 5 , # 1 9 4 
16,#17 2 
111,#14 2 
11 , 4119 2 
111,#2,#4,116 
#15,/119 
6 
Only two children mentioned school as opposed to 
six who mentioned parents or others helping them learn
 to 
read. Four children referred to parents reading aloud
 to 
them as a help in learning to read. 
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Two children responded that they needed to remember in
 
order to learn to read which indicates that they are a
ware 
that memory is important when reading. Perhaps they r
ealize 
that. they need to remember many words (sight words), remember 
what sounds letters stand for to decode words, and rem
ember 
what they are reading as they read. Perhaps some chil
dren 
also know that they remember stories and this will hel
p them 
in learning to read stories. 
Two children responded that knowing how to spell helps
 
in learning to read which indicates that these childre
n know 
that if they can spell a word and/or write it, they al
so 
can read it. This is an important concept for childre
n to 
acquire when learning to read. 
Two children responded by saying that one must practic
e 
with easy books which suggests that these children rea
lize 
that it helps make learning to read easier. This supp
orts 
the claim that it is important to provide beginning 
readers with material that they find easy and this 
should not be overlooked. 
More than 50% of the children gave responses that 
indicated that they accepted much responsibility for 
learning to read. Listening, remembering, practicing, 
sounding out words, spelling, and writing show that 
the children are taking an active part in learning to 
read and have motivation to do so. Many children 
realize that they need help and can receive help when 
needed as they are learning to read. 
Responses to Question Six are shown in Table 6A. 
Table 6A 
Re~p~nses to ~uPstion Six: What is a word? 
1. It's.like that (he points to a word). It's a big 
group of letters. I know how to spell lpve, 1-o-
v-e, and I know how to spell see, s-e-e. There is 
words in coloring books and I can read those. 
2. I don't know. 
3. It's letters. 
4. It's a spelling woed. You can read it, copy it, and 
do stuff with the letters. 
5. I don't know. (What's a word made up of?) Letters. 
6. It's something that you can try to read by yourself. 
7. I think so. (What is it?) A word is, you speak. 
8. Something like a little word like ah alphabet word, 
with alphabet letters. Alphabet letters are inside 
that word. 
9. Something you read. 
10. A word's something that you read. 
11 • No. 
12. It's something that you say and it's like a word. 
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13. It's a little, little in each book or on a pa
ge or 
on a piece of paper or in a coloring book. Someti
mes 
they have coloring books with lots words in it. I 
have 
some. 
14. Something that's in the middle of the reading
. 
15. Something you read. 
16. It's a thing that you read and look at and fig
ure out 
what it is. 
17. No answer. 
18. No answer. 
19. You need to make the sound out and then you p
ut it all 
together and you know the word. 
20. No answer. 
Responses to Question Six were examined and organized 
among seven categories and are shown in Table 68. 
Several 
responses fit more than one category. For exampl
e, 
response #1 fits category B, C, and F. 
Table 68 
Within Each Category 
Response category 
A I don't know 
B letters 
C something you sound out 
D something you spell 
E something you can copy 
F something you can say 
G something you read 
Number of Responses 
7 
6 
1 
3 
1 
2 
8 
The category with the most responses was "somethi
ng 
that you read" which indicates that the children w
ere 
unable to accurately verbalize the concept of a wo
rd. Six 
children responded that letters were in words and 
one child 
pointed to a word that was on a book near hi
m. Seven 
children said they didn't know what a word w
as. Six 
children said that one can copy, write, soun
d out, or 
say wads. 
In summary, the majority of children seemed to be 
unable to verbalize the concept of "word" al
though they 
were able to show that they partially unders
tood the 
concept. 
Analysis of the Results of the 
Concepts About Print Test "Stones" 
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The results of the Concepts About Print test
 were 
recorded on a score sh~et for eacb child and examined
~ The 
number of responses for each item on the tes
t was then 
recorded in the comment column of a score sh
eet and are 
shown .i ra Tab 1 e 7 . A 1 so shown are the p er cen
t age o. f the 
children who gave accurate responses for eac
h item. 
1 1 3 
Table 7 
Summary of Responses to CAP Test 
Items Tested Number of Responses 
Correct 
Percentage Correct 
1 • 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 • 
*10. 
11. 
*12. 
*13. 
*14. 
*15. 
16. 
*17. 
*18. 
19 • 
*20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
* 
Front of book 
Print contains message 
Where to start reading 
Which way to go 
Return sweep to left 
Word by word matching 
First and last concept 
Bottom of picture 
Begin "I" bottom line, top or 
turn book 
Line order altered 
Left page befor right 
One change in word order 
One change in letter order 
One change in letter order 
Meaning of? 
Meaning of full stop(.) 
Meaning of comma(,) 
Meaning of quotation marks 
Locate T t B b 
Reversible words was, no 
One letter; two letters 
One word; two words 
First and last letter of word 
Capital letter 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
14 
17 
16 
18 
:3 
19 
5 
4 
3 
6 
7 
0 
1 
15 
9 
20 
17 
17 
16 
95% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
70% 
85% 
80% 
90% 
40% 
95% 
25% 
20% 
15% 
30% 
35% 
0 
5% 
75% 
45% 
100% 
85% 
85% 
80% 
Less than 50% of the children gave an accurate response 
The items that are starred show that less th
an 50% 
of the children gave an accurate response f
or that item. 
The individual responses of the children to
 the items 
of the CAP test provided additional insight
 into the 
children's concepts related to reading. Th
e majority of 
the children (95%) were able to distinguish the front
 from 
the back of the book and understand that th
e print related 
to the message (100%). All of the children were able
 to 
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show where to start reading, the direction 
to read, and the 
return sweep when reading. Word by word po
inting was 
successful for 70% of the children. Theref
ore 30% of the 
children -were unable to point to words as th
e researcher read 
the words orally. 
Most of the children (85%) were able to locate the 
first and last part of a story, which indic
ates that 15% of the 
children still may be confused about this c
oncept. For 
example, some of the children pointed to the
 picture and 
some pointed to the front or back of the bo
ok when asked to 
identify the first and last part of a story
. 
The results of the interview indicated that 
one child 
appeared confused about the role of picture~
 when reading~ 
However, using a concrete object allowed the child to 
demonstrate his knowledge of the concept. 
Many of the children had difficulty identify
ing 
punctuation marks and explaining their func
tion. In fact, 
none of the children correctly identified the 
comma, 
only six identified the question mark, seven i
dentified 
the period, and only one child identified the 
meaning of 
quotation marks. 
To test for capital and lower case letter know
ledge, 
the children were asked to match capital and lo
wer case 
letters. Most of the children were able to ma
tch capital 
letters correctly with the lower case counter
parts (75%). 
Less than half of the children could identify 
the words 
"no" and "was" after a page of text had been re
ad to them. 
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Most of the children were unabl~ to point out 
or did not 
notice a change in letter order within a word 
or a change 
in word order in a sentence. Less than half o
f the children 
noticed when the line order was altered on a p
age (40%). 
The children were asked to distinguish between
 one and 
two 1 et t er s of· a word . A 11 o f the ch i 1 d re n we
re ·success f u l 
in doing this task which indicated that the co
ncept of 
letter was understood by all of them. However
, when 
asked to point to the first and last letter of
 a word, 15% 
of the children were incorrect or were unable 
to perform 
the task. - When asked to point to a capital le
tter, 20% 
of the children failed this task. When asked 
to "show me 
one word" or "show me two words", 85% of the 
children 
(17/20) were successful. Therefore, 15% were incorr
ect. 
These observations confirmed some of the kinds 
of problems 
children encounter as they attempt to understand 
written 
language. 
In summary, it can be concluded that each child's 
concept of reading was based on his experience and
 was 
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unique. It is evident that even after a year of 
kindergarten, 
the children in this study have varied concepts a
bout print. 
Relationship Between CAP Test and 
Reading Comprehension Test Scores 
Using Pearson Product Moment Correlation, the 
relationship of the Concepts About Print test sco
res to the 
California Achievement Test (CAT) score (reading compre-
hension subtest) was determined. The coefficient of 
correlation (r) was found to be .68 which indicates a 
moderately strong, positive association between th
e level 
of print awareness (CAP) and the level of reading comprehen-
sion ability (CAT). The results of the statistical 
calculations are shown on Table 8. 
Table 8 
Results of Pearson Product Moment Correlation . -
N · Rsquar~ va ue c 
1 ence 
18 de rees of freedom 
20 .68 .47 2.101 
Since the coefficient of determination (r squared) is 
.47, 47% of the variation in reading comprehension
 scores is 
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explained by knowing CAP scores. Therefore, 53
% is 
unexplained or due to intervening variables. 
Perhaps these 
two tests are not testing the same knowledge, 
yet the know-
ledge they are testing is related. Results se
em to suggest 
that because of the strength of the relationsh
ip, the CAP 
test may be able to pinpoint problems that chi
ldren may be 
having in learning to read which may affect th
e children's 
ability to comprehend what is read. 
Summary 
The analysis of the data of this study was div
ided 
into three sections. The first section conta
ined the 
responses to the interview questions and the i
nterpretations 
of the responses. The second section consiste
d of an analysis 
of the results of the CAP test and a discussio
n about 
individual items on the test. The third sectio
n examined 
the relationship between children's CAP scores
 and CAT scores. 
The primary purpose of this study was to inves
tigate 
the literacy concepts related to reading that 
children 
have acquired by the end of kindergarten. Bas
ed on the 
results of the analysis of the responses to th
e interview 
questions and the analysis of the CAP tBst res
ults, it was 
found that the children in this study have var
ied concepts 
of literacy related to reading at the end of k
indergarten. 
Each child's concept of reading was based on h
is experience 
and was unique. 
A secondary purpose of this study was 
to examine 
the relationship between children's co
ncepts of reading 
(Concepts About Print test scores) and reading 
compre-
hension ability as indicated by perform
ance on the 
California Achievement Test. Using Pe
arson Product 
Moment Correlation a moderately strong
 positive 
relationship was found in this study. 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and Implications 
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate 
the literacy concepts related to reading that children
 
have acquired by the end of kindergarten. A secondary
 
purpose was to examine the relationship between these 
concepts and reading comprehension ability as indicate
d by 
performance on a standardized reading achievement test
. 
Conclusions 
The results ~f this study substantiate much of the 
previous research into children's developing concepts 
of 
literacy in emergent reading. The results of this 
study provide some new insights and raise new question
s 
to be answered. 
The most important conclusion that can be drawn from 
this study is that children at the end of kindergarten
 
have acquired many concepts related to reading. The 
study also indicated that many children have not yet 
acquired the concepts of reading that appear to be rel
ated 
closely to success in learning to read. The children'
s 
lack of understanding may cause many kinds of difficul
ties 
First of all, children may be unaware that reading and
 
writing are modes of communication, just as are speaking 
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and listening. Second, children may not understan
d the 
technical terms such as word and letter used by te
achers. 
The findings of this study have suggested that co
nfusion 
does exist among kindergarten children, and some o
f the 
children did not have a well-developed concept of 
letters 
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or words. Even after a full year of kindergarten,
 most of 
the children in this study were unable to recogniz
e the name 
of, or understand the function of punctuation mar
ks. 
Another finding of the present study was that a m
oderately 
strong, positive relationship exists between the c
hildren's 
concepts of print and reading comprehension abilit
y. This 
does not indicate a cause-effect relationship, bu
t suggests 
that an increase inthe CAP score may possibly resu
lt in 
an increase in reading achievement. 
This study confirms previous research which sugges
ted 
that children have acquired many concepts that are
 related to 
reading before the child receives formal instructi
on in 
learning to read. In this study, children at the 
end of 
kindergarten have acquired the concept of directio
nality in 
reading, that print contains the message, the fron
t and back 
of a book, where· to begin reading on a page, and o
ther 
basic concepts related to reading. These findings
 substant-
iate previous research by Brown and Briggs (1986), Clay (1972
, 
1979, 1983), Day and Day (1981), and Harlin (1984). 
1 2 1 
Implications for Research 
The past decade has provided a wea
lth of research on 
children's developing concepts of 
literacy in emergent 
reading. This research substantia
ted many of these findings, 
but also raises suggestions for fu
ture research. 
Continued research with a larger s
ample of students is 
suggested to confirm the findings 
of this study. This study 
could be duplicated using children
 from a variety of 
environments. The children in thi
s study were from a 
middle-class, suburban school dist
rict. Results of a study 
of urban children might be very di
fferent from the results 
of this study. 
A longitudinal study would be bene
ficial in understanding 
the developmental process involved
 in literacy learning. 
Such a study would reveal which co
ncepts precede others and 
may also show that some are acquir
ed after a child learns to 
read, for example, concepts of pun
ctuation. 
There is a need for further researc
h into the role of 
the family in literacy learning. 
Taylor (1983) has demon-
strated the importance of storyboo
k reading, but there is 
a need for· continued research in t
his area. 
There is a need for further researc
h into the effects 
of teacher feedback to children's 
errors in learning to 
read. Perhaps insight can be gaine
d on how to encourage 
children to take risks when learnin
g to read. Teachers can 
gain insight into what their errors indicate through 
continued research in this area. 
There is a need to conduct studies to determine the 
relative effectiveness and usefulness of the LARR test 
(Linguistic Awareness in Reading Readiness). Perhaps 
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the test can be shown to help educators make appropriate 
decisions regarding how to provide the best instructional 
programs to facilitate literacy learning in young children. 
There is a need to investigate children's concepts of 
writing and how they relate to learning to read. 
Continued research needs to be undertaken to provide 
teachers with the best means of assessing children's 
developing concepts of literacy. In this study and in 
previous studies, the Concepts About Print test was shown 
to be an easily administered means of assessment. Both 
informal or observational methods and formal methods 
need to continue and new methods need to be developed. 
Traditional instructional programs need to be reanalyzed 
in light of recent research on children's emergence of 
literacy. Educators need to continually monitor their own 
methods and programs to insure that children are learning to 
read and write and continue to do so throughout scboollng. 
There is a need to investigate the usefulness of giving 
children below grade three a battery of standardized achieve-
ment tests. Perhaps a more accurate and appropriate measure 
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can be used that will predict future achievement. 
This 
would eliminate or reduce the amount of formal tes
ting that 
young children are subjected to in the early years of 
schooling. For example, a longitudinal study can 
be 
conducted using the results of the CAP test to pre
dict 
reading achievement in grade three. If the predic
tive 
accuracy is found to be stronger than the measures
 presently 
used, a strong claim can be made for using the CAP
 test 
rather than a standardized achievement test. 
Implications for Classroom Practice 
This study and much of the research of the past de
cade 
have provided a wealth of information about the em
ergence 
of literacy. Literacy learning begins long before
 children 
come to school, and educators need to be able to a
ccurately 
assess the knowledge children possess when enterin
g school. 
Recent literature indicates that effective assessm
ent 
and monitoring of children's literacy development 
can never 
be done by a single instrument (Teale, Hiebert, and 
Chittenden, 1987). There is a need for a comprehensive 
assessment program using formal and informal measu
res along 
with performance samples and observation. The res
ults 
would aid the teacher in designing the most approp
riate 
instruction. Teachers of young children need to b
e aware 
of the research on emergent literacy and need to r
estructure 
programs to take the findings into consideration. 
Teachers 
must be quite knowledgeable of the use of appropriate 
techniques to assess children's literacy development. 
Teachers need to question their methods, lessons, and 
reasons for providing experiences for young children. 
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How much time is actually spent on reading continuous text
 
as opposed to isolated activities which may not transfer to
 
the task of learning to read? How many opportunities are 
provided for young children to practice reading and writing
 
in real life settings which emphasize meaning? Do teacher
s 
value the knowledie that ch~ldren have acquired and their 
.competence as active learners attempting to make sense of
 
the world? 
The results of this study demonstrated that even after 
a year of kindergarten, the children have varied concepts 
about print. Therefore teachers should not assume that al
l 
kindergarten children or beginning first graders are 
functioning at the same level. Although some of the more 
advanced concepts can and will be acquired after the child
 
is reading, some of the children were still lacking 
knowledge of basic concepts such as the meaning of a 
"word" which could lead to misunderstandings when teachers 
use this term in teaching. 
Results of this study and previous research recommends 
that teachers read regularly to children and provide many 
opportunities and encouragement for children to respond to 
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these stories. Teachers need to encourage and respond to 
children's first attempts at reading and writing. Teachers 
should act as reader/writer role-models for young children. 
Children need to have power of choice in early litercy 
activities. Graves stresses the importance of choice when 
children write. Rasinski (1988) points out that children 
need to have a say in why and what they are reading. 
What is most important is that the environment teachers 
provide must facilitate literacy growth at the same rate 
which ocurred before schooling. Kindergarten programs 
should adapt instruction to individual needs based on the 
assessments made when children enter school. 
Harlin ( 1984) has shown the CAP tes·t to be an effective 
indicator of the child's knowledge and understanding of 
print concepts. The CAP test's ease of administration 
should recommend its use for teachers of primary grade 
children as well as reading clinicians. 
In the classroom, as part of preventive strategy, the 
CAP test may be used to identify potential reading failure 
early in the school year, thus facilitating intervention 
strategies. Results should also ~id in planning· whole 
group instruction as well as small group remediation for 
specific children. 
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